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1.0 Introduction
TransLink is undertaking an Area Transport Plan (ATP) for the Southwest Area sub-region of Metro
Vancouver. The purpose of the ATP is to identify long- and near- term priorities for the multi-modal
transportation systems within the sub-region, focusing on infrastructure and programs with regional and
inter-municipal significance. This report is part of the issues and opportunities phase of the ATP process.
It provides analysis of cycling, walking, driving and goods movement within the sub-region, looking at
infrastructure and programs through the sub-regional lens. Transit issues and opportunities within the
SWA are being addressed through a parallel initiative. Once combined, the issues and opportunities
identified through the analysis presented here will allow TransLink to move into future phases of the plan.
The Southwest Area (SWA) sub-region of Metro Vancouver, which is shown in Figure 1-1, is a diverse
area encompassing a dense city centre, vibrant and livable town centres, suburban areas, industrial and
port lands, as well as large areas
of agricultural land. Its needs and
travel patterns are unique to the
region, with all modes of
transportation playing an
important role in local livability
and the health of the local,
regional, and provincial
economies. The sub-region
includes the City of Richmond, a
portion of the Corporation of
Delta, and the Tsawwassen First
Nation (TFN). Sea Island, which
is part of the City of Richmond, is
home to the Vancouver
International Airport (YVR); the
Vancouver Airport Authority
(VAA) has jurisdiction over the
roadways, land, and
transportation infrastructure on a Figure 1-1: Southwest Area Sub-Region
portion of Sea Island related to
YVR. The boundaries of the study area are shown in Figure 1-2.
This report is organized into four overall sections. The first section introduces the study area, describes,
the overall approach to the analysis, and highlights some high level travel patterns within the SWA. Each
remaining section of the report examines one of the three networks serving walking, cycling and
driving/goods movement travel to “regionally” and “sub-regionally” important destinations within the study
area. For each network, current municipal policies, standards and programs are described along with the
existing networks in each community. Gaps in the network, historical safety statistics, and existing and
forecast travel patterns are then used to highlight key issues and opportunities of regional importance.
TransLink
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Figure 1-2: Southwest Area Sub-Region of Metro Vancouver
TransLink
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1.1 Methodology
This assessment considers existing patterns of demand and conditions for four modes of transportation:
walking, cycling, driving, and goods movement. Each of these modes shares a network of infrastructure
that serve existing and potential demands to varying levels. Pedestrians are served by a network of
sidewalks and pathways with crossing facilities of major roadways and other barriers. Cyclists are served
by shared or dedicated on-street facilities such as bicycle lanes, cycle tracks, shared lanes, as well as offstreet multi-use pathways. Cars and heavy vehicles are collectively served by the municipal network that
includes the Major Road Network as well as the Provincial highway system.
Rather than look at all facilities that support walking, cycling, driving as well as goods movement in the
SWA, TransLink is focused on the networks that support regionally important trip generators within the
study area, as well as connections with neighbouring areas and communities. Regional connectivity to
and between these generators will serve to shape and define regional transportation priorities. Regionally
important generators examined across the study area were discussed and identified with local partners
and are generally defined within the following five categories:
A. Regional / Subregional Destinations and Growth Areas
B. Rapid and Frequent Transit Networks
C. Inter- and Intra- Municipal Connections and Gateways
D. Ports, Industrial Areas, and Goods Movement Destinations
E. Highways and the Major Road
Network (MRN)
These categories are not mutually exclusive
and some generators are included in multiple
categories. For example, some key industrial
areas are also home to major employers and
are planned growth areas. These types of
generators appear in both the Regional /
Subregional Destinations and Growth Areas
category as well as the Ports, Industrial Areas,
and Goods Movement Destinations. Each
category serves and different purpose and is
significant to different modes. The categories
are illustrated in Figure 1-3. More information
about the five categories is provided later in
this section.
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The relationship between the
categories and the
transportation networks is
illustrated in Figure 1-4. A
different combination of
categories is applied to the
analysis of each mode. A more
detailed description of each
category of regionally important
generators, as well as the
highways and MRN is provided
below.

Regionally
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Significant
Destinations

Walking
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Rapid
Transit

Cycling

Connections
& Gateways

Driving & Goods
Movement

Ports &
Industrial

Highways
& MRN

Figure 1-4: Transportation Networks and Regional Generator
Categories
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A.

Regional Destinations and Growth Areas

Important regional and sub-regional destinations and growth areas have been identified through the
Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy (2011) (RGS) and consultation with municipalities and
Tsawwassen First Nation (TFN). The RGS identifies Richmond City Centre as a Regional City Centre and
Ladner Town Centre as a Municipal Town Centre. These locations are hubs for goods and services,
employment centres, and growth areas for medium and high density residential development. Because of
the mix of services in Town Centres, they attract trips from across the region and sub-region and are
important areas for regional goods movement – that is, goods that are produced and / or consumed
locally.
The Southwest Area contains six urban areas, as
defined by the RGS’ urban containment
boundaries: west Richmond, south Richmond,
Hamilton, the Tilbury Island area, Ladner, and
Tsawwassen First Nation / Tsawwassen. The
urban containment boundaries from the RGS are
shown in Figure 1-5. The urban areas are home
to residents and provide local services,
employment, and educational opportunities.
Growth outside of the City Centre and Town
Centres is expected to be largely contained within
the urban boundary.
Figure 1-6 illustrates the regionally and subregionally significant generators identified through
the the RGS and through consultation with
municipalities and TFN. The destinations are
listed in Table 1-2.

Source: Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy (2010)

Figure 1-5: Urban Containment Boundaries
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Figure 1-6: Regionally and Sub-Regionally Significant Destinations
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Areas outside of the City and Town centres
that are expected to experience residential,
commercial, and / or industrial growth and
will be destinations in the future include the
TFN growth area (23), the Tsawwassen
growth area (22), and the North Ladner
growth area (24). It is important to consider
the regional and sub-regional significance of
these areas, and their related transportation
needs, as they evolve.
Industrial areas and ports are regionally
important in their roles as employment hubs
and economic generators. They are home
to regional employers, generate significant
travel, and have an impact on the regional
and subregional economies.
 Both Port of Vancouver facilities
(Deltaport (4) and Fraser Wharves
(20)) and neighbouring industrial
lands are regional employment
destinations and serve Asia-Pacific
goods movement.

Table 1-1: Significant Destination Key
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Destination Name
Ladner Town Centre
Delta Municipal Hall
Delta Hospital
Delta Port
BC Ferry Terminal
Tsawwassen Town Centre
Boundary Bay Airport
Post Secondary School
Richmond City Hall
Richmond Hospital
Steveston Community Centre
West Richmond Community Centre /
Hugh Boyd Park
Thompson Community Centre
Minoru Arena
Cambie Community Centre
Cambie Community Centre Fields
YVR / BCIT Aerospace Tech. Campus
Tilbury Island Industrial Area
Fraser Wharves
Richmond Town Centre
Tsawwassen Growth Area
TFN Growth Area
North Ladner Growth Area
Fraser Richmond Port Lands

 Vancouver International Airport (17)
and the surrounding industrial lands
are an important regional employer and also a destination for travellers and commercial cargo.
 Boundary Bay Airport provides charter air service and is located in a mixed employment hub that
is a sub-regional jobs and services destination.
 The BC Ferry Terminal (5) in Tsawwassen provides connectivity to Vancouver Island to people
throughout the SWA, the Lower Mainland, and beyond.
 The Tilbury Island industrial area and Richmond Fraser Port Lands Industrial Area also serve as
sub-regional employment areas and economic hubs.
A number of municipal, community, and health facilities throughout the SWA are of sub-regional
significance. These are locations where the community gathers, where people receive essential services,
and the home of local government or educational institutions. Residents from across the SWA travel to
and from these destinations as employees and citizens, and therefore any assessment of sub-regional
transportation issues and opportunities must consider multi-modal access to these key destinations.

TransLink
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B.

Rapid and Frequent Transit

Although this report does not directly address transit, any assessment of walking and cycling must
consider rapid and frequent transit stations and stops as regionally significant nodes in the transportation
system. The Canada Line is a rapid transit line connecting the City of Richmond – both Lulu Island and
Sea Island – to the City of Vancouver. It splits into two lines at Bridgeport station, with one line
terminating at YVR and another in the Richmond City Centre at Richmond Brighouse Station. The Rapid
and Frequent Transit networks and related catchment areas within the SWA are illustrated in Figure 1-7.
Catchment areas were assumed to be 800 m around Rapid Transit stations and 400 m around Frequent
Transit stops.

TransLink
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Figure 1-7: Rapid and Frequent Transit
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C.

Inter- and Intra- Municipal Connections and Gateways

The study area networks serve sub-area travel between SWA communities and regionally significant
generators, connections to other parts of Metro Vancouver, as well as to provincial, national and
international destinations. Figure 1-8 and the following discussion highlights the critical gateways and
connections for each network. Within the SWA, inter-municipal connections provide access between the
SWA and other parts of Metro Vancouver, as well as between the municipalities and First Nation within
the SWA. There are four connections across the north arm of the Fraser River, connecting the SWA to
the City of Vancouver: the Arthur Laing Bridge, the Oak Street Bridge, Knight Street Bridge, and the
Canada Line Skybridge. The Oak Street Bridge and Knight Street Bridge are multi-modal connections,
providing connectivity for vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians, while the Arthur Laing Bridge provides a
connection for vehicles and cyclists and the Canada Line Skybridge provides a high quality bicycle and
pedestrian connection across the north arm of the Fraser River. The SWA is connected to the municipal
road network in New Westminster via Westminster Highway / Boyd Street on Queensborough. Highway
91A connects Highway 91 to the Queensborough Bridge, providing access from the SWA to Burnaby,
New Westminster, and beyond. The Although Highway 91A is a vehicle only connection at the study area
boundary, bicycles and pedestrians can access the Queensborough Bridge. Highway 91A is important
regional goods movement route, as it connects Deltaport and the industrial lands in the SWA to the
northeast industrial sector of the Lower Mainland and the Maple Ridge / Pitt Meadows areas, including to
the CP Rail intermodal transfer station in Pitt Meadows.
While Highway 91 acts as the border between South Delta and North Delta, connectivity within the
Corporation of Delta is important for the SWA and the municipality. Connections between South Delta
and North Delta include grade separated crossings at the South Fraser Perimeter Road (SFPR), Nordel
Way, Highway 10, and Highway 99, and at-grade crossings at 72 Avenue and 62 Avenue. The Boundary
Bay Dyke Trail serves as a pedestrian and cycling connection between North Delta and South Delta.
Within the SWA, the north and south arms of the Fraser River divide municipalities and regions. Lulu
Island, where most of the City of Richmond is located, is separated from the remainder of the SWA by the
south arm of the Fraser River. The Alex Fraser Bridge spans Annacis Island, connecting Richmond to
North Delta across the south arm of the Fraser River along Highway 91. George Massey Tunnel is a
vehicle-only connection between Richmond and Delta. MoTI plans to replace the tunnel with a 10 lane
bridge (including two dedicated transit / HOV lanes) with shared multi-use pathways on either side. The
bridge will accommodate future rapid transit and is expected to be finished by 2022. High quality multimodal connectivity to and from the bridge will be important for regional and sub-regional travel. Sea
Island is separated from Lulu Island by the middle arm of the Fraser River. It is connected by three
bridges: the Sea Island Connector (a couplet comprised of the Airport Connector Bridge (westbound) and
the Moray Channel Bridge (eastbound)), Dinsmore Bridge, and No. 2 Road Bridge, all of which support
access by multiple modes of transportation. Reliable access to Sea Island is important for employees and
essential for air travel. Residents of the Burkeville neighbourhood on Sea Island also use these
connections to access municipal, sub-regional, and regional destinations.

TransLink
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Figure 1-8: Inter- and Intra- Municipal Connections and Gateways
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Provincially, nationally and internationally, there are five gateways within the SWA that are critical to the
movement of people, goods and services as highlighted below.
 The Vancouver International Airport is an air connection serving passenger and goods movement
to the Asia Pacific and other international destinations, as well as domestic travel. Passenger and
cargo access to the airport and important regional travel priorities.
 Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal provides BC Ferry service to Vancouver Island and carries
pedestrians, cyclists, and private automobiles, along with goods movement vehicles. Regional
cycling access to the Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal is a consideration, as this is a potential cycling
market that may be limited by existing cycling infrastructure through the sub-region.
 The Boundary Bay Border crossing is an entrance to the U.S. for vehicles, cyclists, and
pedestrians.
 Boundary Bay Airport is an air connection supporting general aviation operations, including fixed
and chartered service.
 Deltaport is located at the western terminus of Deltaport Way and is the largest container terminal
in Canada. Westshore Terminals is located beside Deltaport and is the busiest coal export
terminal in North America. Recent improvements through the Roberts Bank Improvement project
have focused on road-rail grade separation to improve access to Deltaport and limit the effects of
rail traffic on road capacity, reliability and safety; however, reliable access to Deltaport for truckbased goods movement vehicles continues to be a regional priority for TransLink, the B.C.
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI), Port of Vancouver, and other agencies.
Maintaining efficient, safe, and reliable access to these five gateways is a regional priority that relies on
the transportation network in the SWA.

D.

Ports, Industrial Areas, & Goods Movement Destinations

Ports, industrial areas, and goods movement destinations are an important component of the regional
and sub-regional economies. Strong road connections to these destinations support employment and
efficient and reliable goods movement, which, in turn, support economic growth. The locations of
industrial lands, ports, and goods movement destinations are illustrated in Figure 1-9. Most of the key
destinations are located along the north and south arms of the Fraser River, including on Annacis Island,
on Mitchell Island, on Sea Island, and near Deltaport. High quality access that is designed to effectively
accommodate goods movement vehicles between these locations and the highway network reduces
impacts on local communities and residents, improves safety, and reduces administrative and routing
challenges for the goods movement community.

E.

Major Road Network and Provincial Highways

The Major Road Network and Provincial Highways are an important part of the regional network for
driving and goods movement; however they also support in some cases bus services and for walking and
cycling. The MRN, in particular, is a multi-modal network serving regional and sub-regional needs. The
MRN and Provincial Highways are shown in Figure 1-10. These networks connect to the inter-municipal
and regional gateways that are discussed in the previous section.
TransLink
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Figure 1-9: Ports, Industrial Areas, and Goods Movement Destinations
TransLink
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Figure 1-10: Municipal Road Network and Provincial Highways
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1.2 Southwest Area Context
Understanding the demographics and travel patterns of the SWA provide important context to the overall
study area and the transportation demands. TransLink is currently undertaking parallel work studying the
sub-region’s land use context, travel patterns, and transit assessment. The analysis included in this report
builds from the work completed by TransLink; it provides a short summary of existing demographics and
travel patterns to provide context for the network analysis documented later in this report.
The remainder of this section summarizes existing land use, demographics, and overall travel patterns
within the SWA.

Demographics
 The SWA is a geographically large area with a relatively small population. The SWA is
home to between 10% and 15% of Metro Vancouver’s population. Based on 2011 Census data,
the total population of the Southwest Area is around 237,000 people and 86,000 occupied
dwellings.
 Population is concentrated in higher density pockets, with large areas of agricultural land
between regional and municipal town centres and growth areas. The population density of
residential areas within the SWA ranges from under 10 persons per ha in agricultural areas,
industrial areas, and greenspaces; to between 10 – 35 persons per ha in most single family
neighbourhoods; to over 100 persons per ha in Richmond Centre. About 80% of SWA’s existing
population resides within the City of Richmond, confirming that a large proportion of person trips
are generated within this portion of the subregion.
 Employment is spread throughout the SWA, with pockets of higher employment density in
key areas, including in Richmond Centre, on Sea Island, along Knight Street, in the
Richmond Fraser Port Lands, and in Richmond south of Steveston Highway at No. 5 Road
(Ironwood / Riverside Industrial Park). These areas are a focus for commuting trips, as well as
goods movement trips. There are also concentrations of employment in Delta in the Tilbury Island
Industrial Area, around Boundary Bay Airport and the institutional employment district in Ladner.
 The growing percentage of seniors in the region will require supportive transportation
infrastructure, especially to civic and medical destinations and to transit service. Between
2011 and 2030, the age profile of the population within the SWA is expected to change as the
percentage of seniors and adults grows. The number of seniors living in the SWA is expected to
more than double between 2011 and 2030, increasing from less than 40,000 people to almost
80,000 people. By 2030, people over the age of 65 are expected to comprise 25% of the
population, compared to 15% in 2011. This increase in older populations in the SWA and Metro
Vancouver as a whole will effect travel patterns and infrastructure needs. The impact of a
growing seniors’ population on the region’s transportation network is significant, as the
transportation needs of this population group are unique. Some examples of travel patterns for
people over 65 include more mid-day travel and less travel during peak hours and more use of

TransLink
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non-driving modes of transportation, including being passengers in private vehicles, using a taxi
service, taking transit, and walking.

General Travel Patterns
Existing land uses influence how much,
where, when and how people travel in the
SWA. The following discussion highlights
some of the overall travel patterns.

100%
90%
80%

 Access to transit influences
70%
mode choice, as the highest
transit use and the lowest
60%
percentage of auto use occurs
50%
in the City of Richmond,
particularly within the
40%
municipality’s City Centre. The
Canada Line connects the City of
30%
Richmond – both Lulu Island and
20%
Sea Island – with the City of
Vancouver and the rest of the
10%
SkyTrain network. As noted
earlier, these are also the areas
0%
Southwest Area
Delta
Tsawwassen
Richmond
with the highest concentrations of
First Nation
population and employment.
Driver Passenger Transit Walk Bicycle
Approximately 18% of work trips
in Richmond use public transit
vs 11% in Delta. Mode split for
Figure 1-11: Mode Share for Travel to Work by
travel to work for each
Municipality (Statistics Canada, 2011 National
municipality in the SWA is
Household Survey)
shown in Figure 1-11.
 Commute times for residents living within the SWA are typically 20 to 30 minutes.
Commute times are relatively uniform across all SWA census tracts and reflect access to jobs
within the SWA and in neighbouring municipalities.
 Most trips by residents of the SWA are relatively short and within a reasonable distance
for walking and cycling. Data from TransLink’s 2011 Trip Diary indicates that most trips are less
than 10 km, with around 45% of trips being 5 km or less. More than 30% of trips originating in the
SWA are between 1 km and 5 km, with approximately 10% of trips within Richmond and 15% of
trips within South Delta and TFN being less than 1 km. The percent of daily trips by residents of
the SWA by trip distance are illustrated in Figure 1-12.
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35%

Percent of Trips
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20%
15%
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< 1 km

1 km - < 5 km

5 km - < 10 km

10 km - < 15 km

15 km - < 20 km

20 km +

Trip Distance
Richmond

South Delta and Tsawwassen First Nation

Figure 1-12: Trip Distance by Municipality all Modes
 Goods movement patterns in this subregion are influenced by its role as part of the AsiaPacific Gateway, as well as Cascade Border, and In-Regional Regional trips. Vancouver
International Airport serves the Asia-Pacific and national, and other international markets for both
passenger and goods movement. The industrial land surrounding the airport also acts as a goods
movement node, as well as a major employment area within the SWA. Heavy truck movements to
Deltaport support the national, provincial, and regional economies as part of the Asia-Pacific
Gateway and these truck movements are subject to special challenges, including empty container
movements and constraints on the time and day of delivery. Congestion and network reliability
are important consideration for these types of goods movement, as they are often subject to
reservation systems or specific delivery schedules. Other goods movement generators include
the remaining industrial areas, including the Tilbury area, as well as Richmond City Centre.
Commercial centres generate of regional goods movement trips through the delivery of the local
goods and services required by residents and businesses.
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2.0 Walking Assessment
This assessment describes the network and conditions surrounding regionally significant walking trip
generators. Walking trips are typically shorter (< 2 km) and can be part of a larger multi-modal trips. This
influences the assessment areas for walking, as it is important to consider the catchment areas around
frequent and rapid transit, as well
as access by foot to regionally
significant destinations and land
uses.
Ports &
Industrial

Of the four categories of
generators defined earlier, the
walking networks serving
regionally significant destinations
and frequent or rapid transit are
explored in greater detail. Since
the MRN serves a regional
function for all modes, it and was
also considered as part of the
assessment.
The categories that were used to
develop this lens are illustrated in
Figure 2-1 and shown together on
a map as Figure 2-2. The key
identifying the names of
destinations that are numbered in
Figure 2-2 is included as Table
2-1.

Regionally
& Subregionally
Significant
Destinations

Connections
& Gateways

Highways
& MRN

FTN & Rapid
Transit

Figure 2-1: Regionally Significant Generators for Walking

Table 2-1: Significant Destination Key
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
TransLink

Destination Name
Ladner Town Centre
Delta Municipal Hall
Delta Hospital
Delta Port
BC Ferry Terminal
Tsawwassen Town Centre
Boundary Bay Airport
Post Secondary School
Richmond City Hall
Richmond Hospital
Steveston Community Centre
West Richmond Community Centre

No.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Destination Name
Thompson Community Centre
Minoru Arena
Cambie Community Centre
Cambie Community Centre Fields
YVR / BCIT Aerospace Tech. Campus
Tilbury Island Industrial Area
Fraser Wharves
Richmond Town Centre
Tsawwassen Growth Area
TFN Growth Area
North Ladner Growth Area
Fraser Richmond Port Lands
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Figure 2-2: Regionally and Sub-Regionally Significant Walking Destinations
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The walking assessment focused on walksheds within and around regionally significant generators. The
boundaries of the walksheds are defined below:
 Regionally and subregionally significant destinations, including the following:
♦

♦

Within the boundaries of centres identified in the Regional Growth Strategy, including:


Regional City Centres



Municipal Town Centres



Mixed Employment Areas

Destinations defined in consultation with local partners, including:


Within the boundaries of employment destinations and growth areas with fixed
boundaries, such as Tilbury Island Industrial Area and the Tsawwassen Growth
Area. 1



Walkshed of 400 m around destinations that are a single location, such as
community centres and hospitals. 2

 Regionally and subregionally significant transit destinations, including:
♦

Walkshed of 400 m around FTN stops

♦

Walkshed of 800 m around Rapid Transit Stations

 Walkshed of 200 m along MRN roadways
The resulting key focus area is illustrated in Figure 2-3.

1

This classification results in all industrial land on Sea Island being included within the lens and resulting
evaluation. Throughout the report, this should be interpreted as identifying YVR itself as a key regional
employer, as well as acknowledging the other employment areas on Sea Island. It does not indicate that
runway areas are key destinations for walking, cycling, driving, or goods movement.
2 These destinations were defined in consultation with local partners. The destinations are intended to
represent regionally and sub-regionally significant destinations and are not intended to be a complete list
of all walking destinations, some of which may be more local in nature.
TransLink
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Figure 2-3: Walking Assessment - Regionally Significant Walk Areas
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2.1 Current Policies, Standards & Programs
There are a number of documents, policies and plans for walking in Delta, Richmond, and Tsawwassen
First Nation, as well as within the jurisdiction of the Vancouver Airport Authority (VAA). The purpose of
this section is to summarize how each of these documents contributes to the overall environment and
facilities for walking within the SWA. This includes understanding common goals and practices and
exploring how investments in pedestrian infrastructure is prioritized and delivered in each jurisdiction.

Community and Neighbourhood Plans
Community and Neighbourhood Plans provide an indication of a community’s transportation policies and
priorities. The following section outlines the general direction of the SWA communities on walking and
the importance of pedestrian infrastructure.
 Most agencies in the SWA have plans that prioritize walking and enhancements to the
pedestrian environment. Walking infrastructure is presented as important for recreational,
transportation, and public health reasons throughout the guiding policy documents for each
agency.
 Most of the walking recommendations and considerations contained in municipal planning
documents in the SWA focus on neighbourhood connectivity or access to transit.
Regional connectivity is less of a focus due to the shorter distance of most individual walking
trips.
♦

♦

The City of Richmond’s Official Community Plan (2012) also notes the importance of
the pedestrian environment and encouraging walking as a form of transportation and
recreation. The OCP identifies a target to increase the percentage of walk trips from 8%
in 2008 to 18% in 2041. In order to achieve this, the OCP outlines the importance of:


Supporting developments that encourage walking and transit use, ensure that
neighbourhood are linked and the road network is designed to accommodate
shorter walks to key destinations.



Creating a road network more inviting for people walking though pedestrian
accommodations and amenities particularly at locations with high pedestrian
activity such as the City Centre are also very important.



Re-designing streets within a 400 metre radius around neighbourhood centres to
better support walking, including considerations such as wider and uninterrupted
sidewalks, shorter street crossing distances, improved lighting, enhanced audible
signals, more street benches, and signed off street pathways.

The Corporation of Delta Official Community Plan (OCP) (2005) supports the promotion
of walking as part of a healthy and sustainable lifestyle. The policies identified in this
document focus on:


TransLink

Ensuring that people walking have safe and efficient infrastructure available to
travel through neighbourhoods and municipal centres.
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♦

♦



Encouraging open spaces and pedestrian gathering places within Ladner and
Tsawwassen



Where possible, encouraging pedestrian friendly streetscapes and pedestrian
linkages between buildings. The OCP states that communities in Delta should
be designed to encourage walking and providing direct linkages to the transit
system is critical. This can be done by supporting compact, mixed use, transit,
cycling and walking communities.

Tsawwassen First Nation’s Land Use Plan (2009) outlines the importance of walking as
a form of transportation and as a recreational activity, and encourage more walking
throughout the community. Specific actions contained in the Land Use Plan include:


Sidewalks, multi-use pathways, and trail facilities that are separated from
adjacent roadways are encouraged on all streets. TFN requires that safe,
barrier-free pedestrian access is included in the design and modification of new
streets, sidewalks and pathways. Pedestrian safety is a priority in TFN as is
ensuring there is convenient pedestrian access to transit.



The TFN Land Use Plan encourages all new residential growth to occur within
convenient walking distance of existing or planning transit services. Other TFN
documents note the importance of enhancing the public realm and the pedestrian
environment through the installation of street trees, routes with lower vehicle
volumes, and adjacent land uses.

While the VAA’s Master Plan makes limited mention of walking and pedestrian amenities,
the VAA is in the process of updating the Plan and have noted that it will include more
considerations for pedestrians in the Amenities Plan. At this phase of the planning
process for the Master Plan Update, the VAA is seeking input and are providing
opportunities for community partners and stakeholder to provide their input.

Capital Spending, Pedestrian Infrastructure Installation, and Maintenance Prioritization
Translating policy goals and priorities into infrastructure requires capital spending, as well as prioritization,
implementation, and maintenance plans.
 Capital funding for pedestrian infrastructure varies between Richmond, Delta, TFN, and
the VAA. Each have a capital budget for roads and infrastructure that can include pedestrian
projects specifically or more general road projects with components centred around pedestrian
improvements.
 Each agency in the SWA has a different approach to the planning and prioritization of
pedestrian infrastructure implementation and maintenance, ranging from relying on
developers to improve sidewalks to formal assessment and delivery programs:
♦

TransLink

In the City of Richmond, sidewalk maintenance is prioritized in the City Centre, within
400 metres of neighbourhood centres, around pedestrian generators such as schools
and parks, and at locations where issues have been flagged by residents or business
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owners. The City of Richmond OCP also notes that priority is given to sidewalk
improvements in areas that service higher density land uses and where pedestrian
demand is greatest.
♦

In 2006 the Corporation of Delta developed a Sidewalk Assessment and
Implementation Program which outlines the assessment system that was developed to
gauge sidewalk needs throughout Delta. This system identifies priorities for sidewalk
improvements. This GIS assessment used different criteria to identify priority locations
that included proximity to transit, pedestrian demand and overall contribution to the
existing network of sidewalks.

♦

In the TFN the installation of new sidewalks is primarily driven by new
developments. As most of the sidewalks within TFN have been installed relatively
recently, prioritizing maintenance is not applicable at this time.

♦

There are very few sidewalks on roadways under VAA jurisdiction and repairs are
undertaken on an as-needed basis. Although there are limited sidewalks under the
VAA’s jurisdiction, there has been increasing demand to install sidewalks as the number
of local businesses have increased. Currently, most sidewalk repairs occur when a
request or complaint is made, and there is no established maintenance program at this
time.

Sidewalk Guidelines and Requirements
Municipal design guidelines and development bylaws typically outline the requirements for new sidewalks
and / or improvements to existing sidewalks based on roadway type, land use, and other factors.
 The City of Richmond and TFN have guidelines for the design and installation of sidewalks, while
Delta and the VAA do not have specific guiding documents.

TransLink

♦

The City of Richmond’s Subdivision and Development ByLaw identifies the number of
new sidewalks required on streets based on road classification. These requirements are
summarized in Table 2-2.

♦

The City of Richmond has also developed the City Centre Area and Transportation Plan,
which provide some additional directions and policies for walking in Richmond.
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Table 2-2: City of Richmond Sidewalk Requirements (Subdivision and Development ByLaw No.
8751
Road Classification

Sidewalk Requirements

Arterial

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collector
Local/Collector
(Industrial/Commercial)
Local Residential (Multi
Family/Townhouse)
Cul de sac
Service Lane (City Centre)
Service Lane (Non- City Centre)

Both sides with a planting/lighting strip 3
Barrier Curb
Both sides with boulevards
Barrier curb
Both sides with boulevards
Barrier curb
Both sides with boulevards
Barrier curb
Both sides and around the radius. Blvds on both sides
Barrier curb
One side with lighting strip
Rollover curbs on both sides
None

♦

The Corporation of Delta’s Subdivision and Standards ByLaw No. 7162 does not include
sidewalk requirements by road classification for new developments. The document does
note that the owner of any new development is responsible for the costs of constructing
or reconstructing any roadway that is required within or to serve directly the lands being
developed. They are responsible for sidewalks, boulevards, street lighting, landscaping
etc.

♦

The Tsawwassen First Nation Design Guidelines identify the sidewalk requirements,
including the number of sidewalks and the width required based on road category type
which are outlined in Table 2-3.

♦

VAA does not have documented sidewalk requirements for new developments. New
sidewalks are installed as new developments occur and requirements are identified on a
case by case basis depending on location and type of development. With new
developments, increased pedestrian activity at Canada Line Stations, and institutions
such as BCIT locating nearby, YVR is finding that there has been more demand for
pedestrian infrastructure.

3

Planting / lighting strips are typically narrower than boulevards. Boulevards in the City of Richmond are
a minimum of 1.5 m.

TransLink
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Table 2-3: TFN Sidewalk Requirements (TFN Design Guidelines)
Road Category

Sidewalk Requirements

Entrance Boulevard
Collector Road

1.5m sidewalk on one side with buffer
• 1.5m sidewalk on one side with buffer
• 3.0m multi-use pathway on the other with
buffer
1.8 to 2.0m sidewalk (both sides of the street) with
buffer plus set back from building to provide space
for patio furniture/sandwich boards etc.
1.5m buffered sidewalks on both sides of the street
• 1.5m sidewalk on one side of the street with
buffer
• 3.0m multi-use pathway on the other with
buffer
1.5m buffered sidewalk on both sides of the street

Village Centre

Local 1
Local 1 with Greenway

Local 2

 New sidewalks are typically required to be a minimum of 1.5 m, with 1.8 m to 2.5 m preferred in
areas with higher anticipated pedestrian demands and 3.0 m required for multi-use pathways.
♦

For most land uses in the City of Richmond, a minimum width of 1.5 metre is required
unless another standard is provided for the particular road type and land uses. Within a
400 metre radius around Neighbourhood Centres the preferred sidewalk width is 2.0 m.
Other considerations around neighbourhood centres include shorter street crossings via
the installation of curb extensions, pedestrian scale lighting and wayfinding as well as
other pedestrian amenities.

♦

Within the City of Richmond’s City Centre, the City Centre Area and Transportation plan
requires that every street within the City Centre should be walkable with a minimum
sidewalk width of at least 2.0 metres and a preferred sidewalk width of 2.5 m. Within the
City Centre a boulevard buffering pedestrians from moving traffic, street trees, and
lighting are also preferred treatments.

Accessibility Considerations
Accessibility in the pedestrian environment is an important consideration for ensuring that everyone
regardless of age and physical ability is able to travel around their neighbourhoods. This is particularly
important with the growing population over 65 in the SWA and increased physical and cognitive
challenges.
 All agencies in the SWA have policies and practices in place to improve the accessibility of their
networks.
♦

TransLink

The TFN Supplementary Design Guidelines and Construction Specifications note that
wheelchair ramps from sidewalks, medians and traffic islands to crosswalks should be
provided at intersections and walkways. All wheelchair letdowns should include tactile
tiles cast integrally into the concrete.
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♦

The City of Richmond has a capital program in place to install Accessible Pedestrian
Signals 4 (APS) features at all signalized crossings by 2020; the program is intended to
retrofit all existing City-owned traffic signals with APS by 2020 and is currently retrofitting
approximately 10 to 15 intersections per year. All new signals and crosswalks are to be
constructed with APS.

♦

All special crosswalks 5 and pedestrian signals within the City of Richmond have already
been equipped with APS technology.

♦

City of Richmond has a capital program to install ramps at intersections, currently ramps
are installed on local streets within subdivisions on a request basis.

♦

The Corporation of Delta’s Official Community Plan notes the importance of providing
easily accessible pedestrian connection between developments, within commercial areas
and to within parks. The Corporation refers to and implements universal accessibility
guidelines to ensure pedestrian paths are accessible to all ages and abilities.

♦

Within neighbourhood centres the Corporation has been working to ensure signalized
intersections are accessible, that they have pedestrian push buttons, countdown timers,
audible signals and curb let downs.

♦

The VAA strives to make it sidewalks and pathways accessible for all users, they have
prioritized their recreational routes and multi-use pathways for accessibility treatments.
Any new sidewalks are built to Master Municipal Construction Documents (MMCD)
standards.

 Only Richmond has a formal program to improve bus stop accessibility. City of Richmond
has been working towards ensuing all bus stops within the City are accessible through a
dedicated capital program and partnerships with TransLink and is working towards increasing the
number of bus stops with shelters and other pedestrian amenities.

Pedestrian and Community Wayfinding
Pedestrian and community wayfinding is often found in commercial or city centres to help people who are
walking navigate their trip with the aid of maps and signage. Pedestrian wayfinding often points people in
the direction of important local and regionally significant destinations and if maps are provided they
identify a 5 to 10 minute walkshed indicating how far of a walk it would be to different destinations.
 SWA agencies do not have formal pedestrian wayfinding programs, although most have some
pedestrian wayfinding planning in place:

4 Accessible Pedestrian Signals typically use sound to communicate ‘WALK’ and ‘DON’T WALK’
information to pedestrians who are blind or visually impaired.
5 Special crosswalks are equipped with pedestrian-actuated flashing amber lights and downward lighting
intended to improve the viability of pedestrians to approaching traffic.

TransLink
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♦

The City of Richmond is currently working to develop a formal pedestrian and bicycle
wayfinding program for the City. More information about cycling wayfinding is detailed in
the cycling chapter. The pedestrian wayfinding program is expected to build off what
exists today in the City Centre, routes with high pedestrian activity, and regional
connections. The City’s APS installations also include verbal wayfinding messages that
indicate the street and cross-street for the crossing. Signs below the pedestrian pushbutton identify the street name and cardinal location in text and braille.

♦

TFN does not have a fully developed pedestrian or community wayfinding program.
However, TFN Design Guidelines do note the intention of developing an established plan
and that any community wayfinding should have a strong relationship between the sign
system and the public art program.

♦

The VAA has developed a detailed plan for installing bicycle wayfinding, but they
currently do not have any plans to implement a separate pedestrian wayfinding program.
However, this may be addressed through the Master Plan Update process that is
currently underway.

 Existing pedestrian wayfinding signage is largely limited to the City of Richmond, including
Canada Line Stations on Sea Island:
♦

Existing wayfinding in the City of Richmond includes signage that was installed during the
2010 Olympics, along No.3 Road and regional connections such as the Canada Line
pedestrian and bicycle bridge. There is also some wayfinding located along popular trails
and pathways.

♦

There are walking “from here” maps located at the Canada Line Stations throughout
Richmond, including on Sea Island; these were installed by TransLink.

2.2 Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis
This analysis examines the existing pedestrian infrastructure within the study area to identify where
regionally significant walking priorities are served by existing infrastructure, as well as to identify existing
gaps in the pedestrian network. The analysis examines sidewalk coverage at a sub-regional level first,
identifying patterns in coverage by municipality and infrastructure type, before moving to a more detailed
analysis of key areas.
The number of existing sidewalks (1, 2 6, or 0) on each roadway within the focus area for walking is
illustrated in Figure 2-4. 7 This map also identifies other pedestrian infrastructure, including pathways

6 Note that the Metro Vancouver sidewalk database classifies divided roadways as two separate
roadways, each with only one sidewalk. This skews the results for arterial roads towards one sidewalk.
7 Sidewalk data was updated in April 2014 and may not include recent installations as a result of recent
development and / or capital investments.

TransLink
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(both through parks and along the roadway), alleys that provide pedestrian connectivity, and other
pedestrian infrastructure. These ‘other’ facilities are not included in the roadway sidewalk coverage
statistics included as part of the analysis.

Figure 2-4: Current Sidewalk Coverage in Walking Network Focus Area
TransLink
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 Within the walksheds of regional
generators, almost half of all
roadways have a sidewalk on at least
one side of the street. Within the
walkshed areas, 32% of roads have
sidewalks on one side and 16% of roads
have sidewalks on both sides. Figure
2-5 summarizes sidewalk coverage
within the regionally significant walking
area.
 Richmond has a higher level of
sidewalk coverage than South Delta
and TFN. Around 64% of walkshed
areas in South Delta and TFN have no
sidewalks compared to 49% within the
City of Richmond (including Sea Island).
Richmond also has a higher percentage
of roadways with sidewalks on both
sides at 17%, compared to Delta and
TFN at 12%. Figure 2-6 summarizes
sidewalk coverage within the focus area
by municipality.
Walking access to FTN stops and Rapid Transit
stations is essential, since most transit trips
begin on foot. Additionally, the MRN is intended
to provide multi-modal connectivity to regional
destinations. Sidewalk coverage for the MRN,
FTN stops, and Rapid Transit stations is
summarized in Figure 2-7.
 More than half of MRN roadways in
the SWA do not have sidewalks,
creating a gap in regional walking
connectivity, especially since transit
service is often routed via the MRN.
Around 57% of MRN roadways have no
sidewalks and 43% have sidewalks one
or both sides.

SWA Sidewalk Coverage (within focus area)
Sidewalk on
Two Sides
16%

No
Sidewalks
52%

Sidewalk on
One Side
32%

Figure 2-5: SWA Sidewalk Coverage within Focus
Area

SWA Sidewalk Coverage within Focus Area by
Municipality
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Delta and TFN
No Sidewalks

Richmond (including Sea
Island)
Sidewalk on One Side

Sidewalk on Two Sides
Figure 2-6: SWA Sidewalk Coverage within Focus
Area by Municipality

TransLink
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SWA Sidewalk Coverage within Focus Area by Municipality
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Sidewalk on Two Sides
Sidewalk on One Side
No Sidewalks

MRN Roadways

Within 400 m of FTN stops

Within 800 m of SkyTrain
Stations

Figure 2-7: SWA Sidewalk Coverage around Key Infrastructure
 Less than half of roadways within 800 m of Rapid Transit Stations in the SWA have
sidewalks. The sidewalk coverage surrounding Rapid Transit Stations varies by location.
Stations on Sea Island have the least sidewalk coverage, while those in Richmond City Centre
have the highest levels of sidewalk coverage. Coverage is 41% within 800 m of SkyTrain
Stations, but improves to 54% within 400 m of SkyTrain Stations.
 More than half of roadways within 400 m of FTN stops have a sidewalk on at least one
side. The municipalities have made the most significant investments in sidewalk infrastructure on
the roadways surrounding FTN stops. Sidewalk coverage on both sides of the roadway is
especially important on roadways with two-way FTN service. The analysis shows that around
18% of roadways have sidewalks on both sides, while an additional 39% have sidewalks on only
one side. Within that 39%, there are some roadways (e.g. No. 3 Road (Richmond), Granville
Avenue (Richmond)) that are divided and have sidewalks on both sides of the road. There are
also some roadways (e.g. Railway Avenue (Richmond)) where a multi-use pathway on one side
of the road provides connectivity for pedestrians along the MRN, but is not reflected in the total
kilometres of roadways with two sidewalks. The result is that the percent of the FTN with
sidewalks on both sides of the road is higher than what is indicated by the analysis. Locations
where there are gaps in pedestrian accessibility to the FTN are explored further in the more
detailed area assessments below. It is acknowledged that, for some of the FTN network,
agencies have made investments that use short segments of sidewalk and improved pedestrian
crossings to provide access to transit on both sides of the street. These crossing investments are
not reflected in the statistics below, but these types of improvements do contribute to overall
connectivity and pedestrian accessibility to transit.
 Sidewalk coverage around SkyTrain Stations varies significantly by station, with stations
in Richmond City Centre having high coverage and stations on Sea Island having very
little coverage. As illustrated in Figure 2-8, for stations within the City Centre, approximately
75% of roadways within 400 m have sidewalks. Lansdowne and Richmond Brighouse Stations
TransLink
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have sidewalk coverage on over 70% of roadways within an 800 m catchment, while the sidewalk
coverage within 800 m of Aberdeen Station drops to 59%. Recent investments in pedestrian
infrastructure on Sea Island have been focused on multi-use pathways, which don’t appear in this
assessment. The pedestrian accessibility at these stations is expected to be better than what is
shown here. A more detailed assessment of the area around each station is included in the Sea
Island, Richmond City Centre (North), and Richmond City Centre (South) area assessments.

Sidewalk Coverage by Skytrain Station Catchment
60

Roadway (Kilometres)

50

Sidewalk Coverage within
800 m Catchment

Sidewalk Coverage within
400 m Catchment

40

30

20

10

0

No Sidewalks

One Sidewalk

Two Sidewalks

Figure 2-8: Sidewalk Coverage by SkyTrain Station
The following sections provide more detailed information about pedestrian connectivity around key
regional and sub-regional destinations within the SWA.

TransLink
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Sea Island, Richmond
The sidewalk coverage for Sea Island walksheds of
regional significance is shown in Figure 2-9 and
sidewalk gaps are illustrated in Figure 2-10.

Sea Island Walkshed Area Sidewalk
Coverage

Sidewalk on One Side
5%

Sidewalk on Two Sides
1%

 Approximately 94% of roadways on Sea
Island have no sidewalks and 6% of
roadways have sidewalks on one or both
sides.
 Connectivity to the Canada Line Stations on
No Sidewalks
Sea Island is improving and provided
94%
through a network of multi-use pathways.
There is a growing network of multi-use
pathways on Sea Island that can be used for
Figure 2-9: Sea Island Key Area Sidewalk Coverage
recreational or commuter purposes. The
VAA is working to enhance these
connections. However there are still some gaps in the network both in terms of sub-regional and
local connections for people on foot.
 As indicated by the grey lines in Figure 2-7, there is a multi-use pathway along Miller Road, which
provides connectivity between the Sea Island Centre SkyTrain station and the employment area
south of Miller Road.
 There are multi-use pathways on both sides of Templeton Station Road, providing connectivity to
the McArthurGlen Shopping Centre and the Templeton SkyTrain Station. The sidewalk database
used for this analysis predates the construction of these pathways. There are some gaps in the
connectivity of these pathways across the interchange between Grant McConachie Way and
Russ Backer Way.
 There are moderate gaps along the North Service Road and Sky Train Stations, employment
areas, and shopping on Sea Island. There is an existing sidewalk on the south side of North
Service road that does not appear in the sidewalk database. This sidewalk provides limited
connectivity at this point, joining YVR to employee parking areas. However, the sidewalk ends at
Aviation Avenue.

TransLink
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-10: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis – North Richmond City Centre and Sea
Island

TransLink
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Richmond City Centre and North Richmond Destinations
Sidewalk coverage in Richmond City Centre is illustrated in Figure 2-11. The sidewalk gap assessment
for Richmond City Centre and around north Richmond destinations is shown in Figure 2-12 and Figure
2-13 and
 Richmond City Centre has one of the
highest levels of sidewalk density
and coverage in the SWA. Around
66% of roadways within the City
Centre have sidewalks on at least
one side of the road.

Richmond City Centre Sidewalk Coverage
Sidewalk on
Two Sides
29%

No
Sidewalks
34%

 Most FTN Stops and Rapid Transit
Stations within this part of Richmond
are well served with sidewalks on
both sides of the road along No. 3
Road, Cambie Road, and Granville
Sidewalk on
One Side
Avenue. Bridgeport Road has a
37%
sidewalk on the north side of the
road through the interchange with
Figure 2-11: Richmond City Centre Sidewalk Coverage
Highway 99, providing connectivity
to the FTN through this area and
connecting to Bridgeport Station. Throughout Richmond City Centre and the Bridgeport Rapid
Transit catchment area, there is generally a strong local sidewalk network connecting businesses
and homes to the transit network.
 There are a number of MRN sections without sidewalks within Richmond City Centre. These
include Alderbridge Way east of Garden City Road and on some sections between No. 3 Rd and
Garden City Road, and Westminster Highway east of Garden City Road. There is no sidewalk on
Gilbert Road north of Lansdowne Road; however, new sidewalks are currently under
construction.
 There are some moderate gaps in the regional walking network within northwest Richmond City
Centre. There is a gap in east-west pedestrian connectivity between No. 2 Road and No. 3 Road
north of Westminster Highway. Development of sidewalks along the realigned River Road
between Gilbert Road and Capstan Way is expected to address these gaps.
 There are some moderate gaps around Bridgeport Station with some barriers to east-west travel
between the station and the businesses east of Highway 99. There are also some gaps at the
south end of the Bridgeport catchment area, including a discontinuous sidewalk on Garden City
Road between Sea Island Way and Cambie Road and gaps in the east-west sidewalk network on
Sea Island Way and Patterson Road.
 The local road network in the catchment area east of Aberdeen Station has some moderate gaps
for both north-south and east-west travel.

TransLink
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 Most sub-regionally significant destinations in the Richmond City Centre have good sidewalk
coverage on surrounding roadways. The Richmond Library, Art Gallery, and Aquatic Centre (14)
have sidewalk coverage on arterial and collector roads surrounding the site, as well as a network
of trails providing access through Minoru Park; however, there are gaps in the local network
bounding these facilities to the north and west.

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-12: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis - Richmond City Centre (North) and
Rapid Transit Stations

TransLink
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-13: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis - Richmond City Centre (South) and
Rapid Transit Stations

TransLink
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Southwest Richmond Destinations
The sidewalk gap assessment surrounding the Southwest Richmond destinations is shown Figure 2-14
and described below:
 Sidewalk coverage around the FTN network is best in the north part of West Richmond and
decreases moving south towards Stevenson. The FTN itself has good sidewalk connectivity
through most of the area, with less coverage within neighbourhoods in the southwest.
♦

The FTN on Granville Avenue and Railway Avenue has sidewalks or multi-use pathways
on both sides throughout. Railway Avenue has a multi-use pathway on the west side with
a sidewalk on the east side.

♦

Williams Road has sidewalks on both sides through most of the length where it serves as
part of the FTN. However, there are no sidewalks between No. 1 Road and Elkmond
Road and a sidewalk on one side only west of Elkmond Road.

♦

The FTN along Seventh Avenue is served by a sidewalk on only one side.

♦

There are some moderate gaps in sidewalk coverage within the neighbourhoods
surrounding the FTN. This includes gaps in east-west connectivity between No. 2 Road
and Railway Avenue north of Blundell Road. The neighbourhood north of Williams Road
has poor connectivity to the FTN with no sidewalks on most local roads and collector
roads. From Steveston Highway to central Steveston, there is poor coverage around FTN
stops, with many roadways having no sidewalks.

 Most MRN roadways in this area have sidewalks on both sides. There is a portion of No. 2 Road
north of Blundell Road with sidewalks one side. Steveston Highway east of No. 2 Road also has
sidewalks on only one side of the road.

TransLink
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-14: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis - Southwest Richmond Destinations and
FTN Stops

TransLink
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Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed Employment Area
The RGS identifies an area of Richmond
around Knight Street north of Westminster
Highway as a mixed employment area. This
section addresses pedestrian connectivity
within the boundaries of that area, as defined
by the RGS, as well as the FTN and MRN
networks in and around that area. The
overall sidewalk coverage nearby FTN and
MRN networks in this area is illustrated in
Figure 2-15, with the more detailed gap
assessment in Figure 2-16.

Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed
Employment Area Sidewalk Coverage
Sidewalk on Two Sides
9%
Sidewalk on
One Side
22%

No
 Sidewalk coverage within the
Sidewalks
employment area east of Knight
69%
Street is poor, with no sidewalks on
most arterial and collector roadways,
including portions of Bridgeport
Figure 2-15: Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed
Road, most of Viking Way and No. 6 Employment Area Sidewalk Coverage
Road, and Jacombs Road. Overall,
69% of roadways in the East Richmond Employment Area have no sidewalks.
 Most MRN in this area have no sidewalks through most of their length, including Knight Street,
Westminster Highway, and Bridgeport Road. Knight Street is a limited access roadway from the
Knight Street Bridge to Westminster Highway and has no pedestrian accommodation along its
length. Because of the limited connectivity in the local sidewalk network paralleling Knight Street,
there are limited alternative routes for pedestrians. Knight Street also acts a barrier to east-west
pedestrian travel with no pedestrian accommodation on Highway 91 or Westminster Highway and
intermittent sidewalks on Bridgeport Road.
 The FTN route in this area is served by sidewalks along Cambie Road and local roads in the
residential areas surrounding the FTN have sidewalk coverage; however, sidewalk coverage in
employment areas around the FTN is much lower.

TransLink
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-16: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis – Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond
Mixed Employment Area, MRN, Community Faculties, and FTN Stops

TransLink
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Hamilton Mixed Employment Area, Richmond
The RGS identifies the Hamilton area of
Richmond south of Highway 91 near the
eastern municipal boundary as a mixed
employment area. Sidewalk coverage in the
Hamilton Mixed Employment Area is illustrated
in Figure 2-18 and the pedestrian network gap
assessment for the Hamilton Mixed
Employment Area is shown in Figure 2-17.
 Just under 40% of roadways within
Hamilton Employment Area have
sidewalks on at least one side.

Hamilton Mixed Employment Area Sidewalk Coverage
Sidewalk on
Two Sides
21%

Sidewalk on
One Side
16%

No
Sidewalks
63%

 The central network within the
Hamilton Employment Area has good
sidewalk coverage, with most spine
Figure 2-17: Hamilton Mixed Employment Area
roadways having sidewalks on both
sides and local roads having sidewalks Sidewalk Coverage
on at least one side. There are no sidewalks near the east and west limits of the area Fraserwood
Way and Dyke Road, creating a gap for those accessing this employment area.
 Sidewalk coverage on Westminster Highway has been improved recently and is not reflected in
the available data. Westminster Highway is both FTN and MRN; the City has provided a widened
shoulder separated by an extruded curb to be shared by cyclists and pedestrians on at least one
side of the roadway between Boundary Road and Gilley Road. West of the employment area,
sidewalks on Westminster Highway are discontinued. Sidewalks around the Highway 91
interchange provide access to the bus stops.
 Pedestrian access to the FTN for residents north of Highway 91 varied. Gilley Road serves
resident access to the FTN and does not have sidewalks for most of its length. Most of the local
road network south of Gilley Road has sidewalks on at least one side and provides reasonable
access to the FTN. Northeast of Gilley Road there are more gaps in the sidewalk network within
400 m of the FTN.
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-18: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis – Hamilton Mixed Employment Area and
FTN Stops
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Fraser Richmond Port Lands Industrial Area
The Fraser Richmond Port Lands Industrial Area
is an employment centre with local bus service.
There are no MRN roadways or FTN routes
through this area, however, pedestrian
connectivity between the existing bus route on
Nelson Road, Blundell Road, and No. 8 Road
provides access to local employers. The
assessment of pedestrian connectivity the Fraser
Richmond Port Lands Industrial Area is shown in
Figure 2-19 and the sidewalk coverage is
illustrated in Figure 2-20.

Fraser Richmond Port Lands Industrial Area
Sidewalk Coverage
Sidewalk on Two Sides
5%

Sidewalk
on One
Side
35%

No
Sidewalks
60%

 Around 60% of roadways within the Fraser
Richmond Port Lands Industrial area
boundary do not have sidewalks,
however, these are largely limited to long
lengths of local industrial roadways.
Figure 2-19: Fraser Richmond Port Lands
Industrial Area Sidewalk Coverage
 There is good sidewalk connectivity along
the existing transit route, with sidewalks
on both side of the road on Nelson Road, No. 8 Road, and on Blundell Road between Nelson
Road and No. 8 Road.
 There is a moderate gap in pedestrian connectivity along Portside Road, which connects the
employers south of the rail yard to transit service on Blundell Road.
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-20: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis – Fraser River Port Lands Industrial Area
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Riverside Mixed Employment Area (Ironwood Shopping Centre and Riverside Industrial
Park), Richmond
The RGS defines this area of south Richmond
as a mixed employment area. The sidewalk
coverage for the Riverside Mixed Employment
Area including the Ironwood Shopping Centre
and Riverside Industrial Park is illustrated in
Figure 2-21 and the pedestrian gap
assessment is shown in Figure 2-22.
 Most of the South Richmond
Employment Area (Ironwood) is served
by sidewalks, with approximately 65%
of roadways having sidewalks on at
least one side.

Riverside Mixed Employment Area Sidewalk
Coverage
Sidewalk on
Two Sides
26%

No
Sidewalks
35%

Sidewalk on
One Side
39%

 Horseshoe Way is the most significant
gap in the sidewalk network in this
area. It is a collector road that connects
Figure 2-21: Riverside Mixed Employment Area
the community as a north-south spine
Sidewalk Coverage
and does not have sidewalks.
 Steveston Highway is the MRN connection north of this area and has sidewalks on both sides of
the road.
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-22: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis - South Richmond Employment Area
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Tilbury Island Industrial Area, Delta
Tilbury Island Industrial Area is an
employment area served by a transit route
via River Road and Progress Way. This
route provides access between jobs in this
area and residents throughout the SWA and
Metro Vancouver. The sidewalk coverage
within the Tilbury Island industrial area is
illustrated in Figure 2-23 and the
assessment of pedestrian connectivity in is
shown in Figure 2-24.
 Sidewalk coverage within the Tilbury
Island Industrial area is limited, with
only 20% of roadways having
sidewalks.

Tilbury Island Industrial Area Sidewalk Coverage
Sidewalk on
Two Sides
8%
Sidewalk on
One Side
13%
No
Sidewalks
79%

 The MRN through this area is River
Figure 2-23: Tilbury Island Industrial Area Sidewalk
Road, which is also the route for bus
Coverage
service to this industrial area. There
are no sidewalks on this part of River
Road.
 There are gaps in local connectivity to River Road and to the bus route on Progress Way with
very few sidewalks provided throughout the area.
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-24: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis – Tilbury Island Industrial Area
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Ladner, Delta
The sidewalk coverage in the Ladner Town Centre and
around the Ladner Transit Exchange is shown in Figure
2-25 and the pedestrian gap assessment for this area
is shown in Figure 2-26.
 Ladner Town Centre has a high level of
sidewalk coverage, with 84% of roadways
having sidewalk on at least one side. Most
roadways in Ladner have sidewalks on both
sides, at 68%.

Sidewalk Coverage in Ladner
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Within 400 m of
Ladner Exchange

Lander Municipal
Town Centre

 More than two-thirds of roadways within 400 m
No Sidewalks
Sidewalk on One Side
of Ladner Exchange have sidewalks. Although
Sidewalk on Two Sides
the statistics show that most roadways have
sidewalks on only one side, the Harvest Drive,
Figure 2-25: Sidewalk Coverage in Ladner
which provide access to the exchange, is a
divided roadway with sidewalks on both sides.
There are some small gaps in the network around the exchange itself, with accessibility
challenges to the bus stops on the outer parts of the loop.
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-26: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis - Ladner Transit Exchange, Ladner Town
Centre, and Delta Civic Facilities
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Tsawwassen and TFN
Sidewalk coverage for the area within the boundaries of the Tsawwassen Town Centre is summarized in
Figure 2-27 and the sidewalk network gap assessment for the n the Tsawwassen Town Centre, the
Tsawwassen Growth Area and around TFN is shown in Figure 2-28.
 Approximately 60% of roadways within
the Tsawwassen Town Centre have
sidewalks, including 56th Street, which
is an MRN roadway. There is limited
sidewalk connectivity in the local road
network and through the commercial
sites in the Town Centre.
 Sidewalk coverage on 56th Street
varies along its length. There are no
sidewalks between SFPR and 16th
Avenue. Through the core of Ladner,
there are sidewalks on both sides of
56th Street. From 6th Avenue to the
border, sidewalks vary between being
on one side of the road and both sides
of the road.

Tsawwassen Town Centre Sidewalk Coverage
Sidewalk on
Two Sides
19%

No
Sidewalks
38%

Sidewalk on
One Side
43%
Figure 2-27: Tsawwassen Town Centre Sidewalk
Coverage

 Both the TFN Growth Area and the
Tsawwassen Growth Area are
currently in development and sidewalk infrastructure is planned for these areas.
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-28: Sidewalk Network & Pathways Gap Analysis - Tsawwassen Town Centre,
Tsawwassen Growth Area, and TFN Growth Area
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2.3 Pedestrian Collision Frequencies
Pedestrians of all ages and abilities are disproportionately impacted by traffic collisions and are more
likely to be seriously injured or killed when involved in a collision with a motor vehicle. ICBC collects and
maintains statistics for all reported collisions involving motor vehicles in British Columbia. The data
presented in Figure 2-29 is from ICBC Crash Maps and shows the total number of collisions between a
motor vehicle and a person walking within the SWA between 2009 and 2013.
 The following discussion highlights some of the areas of the SWA with a high concentration of
pedestrian trips, such as Richmond City Centre and Ladner, also have a higher number of
pedestrian collisions / year at intersections than other parts of the SWA. Top collision locations
within the walking focus area of the SWA include:
♦

Within Richmond City Centre corridors such as No. 2 Road, No.3 Road, Garden City
Road, and Westminster Highway in particular were found to have a high number of
collisions.

♦

Other spot locations such as No. 2 Road and Blundell Road, No. 3 Road and
Westminster Highway, Shell Road and Bridgeport, Garden City Road and Westminster
Highway and Garden City Road near Garden City Park.

 Some areas with limited pedestrian infrastructure and lower walking rates also see higher
concentrations of collisions. These areas include North East Richmond and West Richmond
where the number of trips by walking is lower. This indicates possible challenges for pedestrians
at crossings on major roadways and / or locations where pedestrian infrastructure is limited or
non-existent.
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Figure 2-29: Pedestrian Collision Locations (2009 – 2013)
Source: ICBC Crash Maps
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2.4 Existing Walking Patterns and Forecast Walking
Potential
This section provides an analysis of existing walk mode choice patterns in the SWA, as well as an
investigation of the sub-areas with the potential for increased walking with greater investment in
infrastructure and support programs.

Existing Regional Walking Patterns
The SWA has a moderate share of walk trips compared to many of the other municipalities in the Lower
Mainland. In 2011, approximately 7% of daily trips made in the City of Richmond (including Sea Island)
and 9% of trips in the Corporation of Delta and TFN were made by walking. Both parts of the sub-region
have seen a slight decrease in the percentage of trips made by foot between 2008 and 2011. The walk
mode share for daily trips is summarized in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5.
Table 2-4: Percentage of All Trips made by Foot
Source: 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary

Municipality

2008

2011

Richmond

7.9%

7.4%

South Delta and TFN

10.0%

9.0%

Table 2-5: Percentage of Journey to Work Trips made by Foot 8
Source: National Household Survey Percentage of Trips by Bike

Municipality

1996

2001

2006

2011

Richmond and Sea Island

3.8%

3.6%

3.7%

3.5%

Delta (includes North Delta)

3.3%

2.9%

3.7%

3.8%

TFN

5.0%

0%

4.0%

0%

The walk mode share for work trips is less than half the walk mode share for all trips; this indicates that
residents have the opportunity to walk for recreation, social activities, and errands, but either cannot or
choose not to walk to work. The percentage of all daily trips by walking for each municipality in 2011 is
illustrated in Figure 2-30.

8

The small sample size surveyed for TFN has resulted in inconstant results between years and indicates
to a lack of reliability in the data.
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20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

> 10% walk mode share

10% - 7% walk mode share

< 7% walk mode share

Figure 2-30: Walk Mode Share for Metro Vancouver Municipalities (all trips)
Source: 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary
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Existing Walking Patterns – Sub-regional Level
 Sub-areas within the SWA with denser, multi-use development have higher walk mode
share than those that are more suburban, industrial or rural in nature. The percentage of
trips made by walking varies throughout the SWA. The highest percentage of walking trips
originate in Ladner (5.8%), Tsawwassen / TFN (5.1%) and Steveston and southern area of
Richmond (4.4%), as seen in Figure 2-32.
 Most walking trips start and end within the same sub-area. This reflects the short-distance
nature of most walk trips.
 More people are walking for recreational and non-commute purposes within the SWA than
they are for commuting purposes, as illustrated in Figure 2-31. Ladner has the highest walk
mode share for non-commute trips at 5.3%; however, Richmond CBD has the highest walk mode
share for commute trips at 1.0%. This is a reflection of the land use in these two sub-areas.
 There is an opportunity throughout the SWA to increase the walk mode share by targeting
trips that are less than 1 km in length. A one kilometre trip by foot takes approximately 15
minutes which is a reasonable walking trip. Approximately 15% of all trips made in Richmond
(including on Sea Island), South Delta, and TFN are less than 1 kilometres in length; however,
less than 10% of all trips are made by walking. This presents a potential opportunity to encourage
short trips to other modes such as transit or motor vehicle to walking trips.

Percentage of All Trips

7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

Walk Non-Commute Trips

Walk Commute Trips

Figure 2-31: Percentage of Internal Non-Commute and Commute Walking Trips by Sub-Area
Source: SWATP Market Analysis
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Figure 2-32: Daily Walking Mode Share by Sub-Area (all trips)
Source: SWATP Market Analysis
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Walking Potential Analysis

High

High

Population and
Employment Density

Low

High

Seniors and Youth

Low

Low
Sidewalk Coverage

High

Walk Mode Share

High

Walk Priority

Walking potential analysis highlights areas in
the SWA where there could be more walk trips
with greater investments in pedestrian
infrastructure. To help understand the unique
conditions for walking throughout the SWA
and which areas of the sub-area are most
walkable, an analysis was conducted of the
walking potential throughout the sub-area.
This analysis examined four factors to help
identify where new walking infrastructure
should be prioritized. These four factors and
the direction of their influence are shown in
Figure 2-33. The equation used to calculate
walk priority is provided below.

Low

Low

Figure 2-33: Walk Priority Variables

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ∗ 0.25) + (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 0.25)
+ (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌ℎ ∗ 0.25) + (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
∗ 0.25)

This analysis helps to identify areas with the highest potential to increase walking trips and opportunities
for greater investment throughout the SWA. The walkshed areas have been layered over the analysis to
highlight the areas with regionally significant pedestrian generators. The results of this analysis, as seen
in Figure 2-34, highlight the following patterns:
 The employment area in East Richmond is a regional destination with low existing connectivity
and higher employment density, increasing its potential.
 The northwest portion of Richmond City Centre has lower sidewalk density than other parts of the
City Centre and higher population and employment density than other parts of the SWA. This
region has a higher potential ranking than the surrounding area.
 Parts of Ladner and Tsawwassen could benefit from increased investment in walking
infrastructure. Existing land use density, combined with the presence of seniors and / or youth
and lack of existing sidewalk coverage (outside of the focus area included in the assessment)
give these areas a higher walking potential.
 Many of the industrial and agricultural areas appear to have high walking potential due to the low
levels of existing sidewalk connectivity. The boundaries of the rural and industrial areas are quite
large, resulting in some areas (such as Deltaport) that appear to have a mid-level of potential.
The potential ranking is more applicable to other areas of the same large zone, such as the
Tilbury Island Industrial Area.
 The north and central zones in Richmond’s City Centre are lower priority based on good existing
coverage.
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Figure 2-34: Walking Potential Analysis
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2.5 Issues and Opportunities
The walking assessment focused on areas
of significant regional importance for
walking. These areas are centred on key
regional destinations, where there is a
greater mixture of land use patterns such as
the regional town centres, municipal town
centres and mixed use employment areas in
addition to other destinations defined by
local agencies. The walking assessment
also focused on connectivity to rapid and
frequent transit, as well as access to
employment areas from the transit network.
The key destinations for the walking
assessment are shown in Figure 2-35.
The SWA is diverse in land use, density,
and existing investment in sidewalk
connectivity. At a high level, current policies
governing the provision of sidewalks in
areas of development are generally aligned,
historic investments in established areas
have not been consistent between area
agencies. All agencies within the SWA are
moving towards networks that provide
Figure 2-35: Regionally and Sub-Regionally Significant
improved walk connectivity. However, this
Walk Destinations
investment ranges from developer-funded
sidewalk installations in developing and densifying areas, to capital investments that protect some
pedestrian space on the shoulders of industrial and rural roadways. Capital funding for sidewalks is
planned in most communities in some jurisdictions, while others are entirely dependent on development
funding. The SWA Transport Area Plan may have an opportunity to provide further guidance on sidewalk
priorities and opportunities with shared investment in a local and regional serving network, as well as to
provide input into programs with regional implications, such as wayfinding around rapid and frequent
transit connections.
While the provision of sidewalks on new streets and design standards are generally consistent between
agencies, there may be some benefit from outlining standards and practices for accessible designs in all
regional priority areas, including around regional and municipal town centres, transit stops and stations as
well as other key generators where the seniors population is significant.
There are some areas of the SWA have both mid- to high- walking potential and moderate-to-significant
gaps in the sidewalk infrastructure serving access to key regional destinations. Other opportunities
include regional employment areas with low existing sidewalk coverage or to regional transit. There are
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also several growth areas where walking infrastructure should be connected to regional destinations.
These areas with strong and moderate opportunities are illustrated in Figure 2-36 and explored further
below:
 Northwest Richmond City Centre was identified as having a mid- to- high potential for walking and
there are a number of gaps in the existing pedestrian network. The City of Richmond has existing
capital programs in place to address some of these gaps, including the extension of River Road.
 The Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed Employment Area was also identified as having a
mid- to high potential for walking. The MRN in this area has significant gaps in pedestrian
infrastructure and Knight Street is a barrier to east-west travel. This area has a number of
employers and is a regional destination with transit service on Cambie Road; however, local
pedestrian connectivity to the FTN and between businesses and services is low.
 A number of industrial employment areas have low existing connectivity and limited access to the
FTN and / or local transit network. These include:
♦

Sea Island around the SkyTrain Stations and local employers. The VAA is working to
address these gaps through the provision of multi-use pathways.

♦

Fraser Richmond Port Lands between local businesses and the transit network.

♦

Hamilton Mixed Employment Area between local businesses and the transit network and
along the portion of Westminster Highway without pedestrian infrastructure.

♦

Tilbury Island to connect local businesses to the transit network.

 There are some other areas within the SWA where there is potential for investment in local
walking infrastructure to connect to the regional network. These include the areas southwest of
Tsawwassen Town Centre, and residential areas near Ladner Town Centre and Ladner
Exchange. These areas have higher levels of youth and seniors, and good regional connectivity,
resulting in high potential for walking throughout the area, to regional destinations, and to regional
transit connections.
 TFN and the Tsawwassen Growth Area are expected to be home to residents, as well as a range
of services and jobs. The planning and construction of these areas is ongoing, creating an
opportunity for coordination and collaboration towards regional goals.
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Significant Opportunity Areas

Northwest Richmond City Centre

Moderate Opportunity Areas

Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond
Mixed Employment Area

Significant Opportunity Growth Areas

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 2-36: Walking Issues and Opportunities
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3.0 Cycling
Cycling trips can range in distance but the majority are less than 5 km in length. Much like walking,
cycling trips can also be part of longer multi-modal trips. With longer distance bicycle trips, connections
between regionally significant destinations are particularly important, as is the ability to access the
destinations via a comfortable, marked bicycle route.
Of the four categories of regionally significant generators previously described, the regional destinations,
transit and the inter-municipal connections and gateway categories are important regional priorities for
cycling facilities as summarized in Figure 3-1. For the purpose of the cycling network, Ports and
Industrial areas are considered to have a less significant need or opportunity for travel by bicycle.

Ports & Industrial

Regionally
& Subregionally
Significant
Destinations

Connections
& Gateways

Highways
& MRN

FTN & Rapid
Transit

Figure 3-1: Regionally Significant Generators for Cycling
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Figure 3-2 illustrates the study area regional generators for potential cycling trips in each of the three
categories previously highlighted. Table 3-1 provides the key for the significant destinations that are
numbered on the map in Figure 3-2.

Table 3-1: Significant Destination Key
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

TransLink

Destination Name
Ladner Town Centre
Delta Municipal Hall
Delta Hospital
Delta Port
BC Ferry Terminal
Tsawwassen Town Centre
Boundary Bay Airport
Post Secondary School
Richmond City Hall
Richmond Hospital
Steveston Community Centre
West Richmond Community Centre

No.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Destination Name
Thompson Community Centre
Minoru Arena
Cambie Community Centre
Cambie Community Centre Fields
YVR / BCIT Aerospace Tech. Campus
Tilbury Island Industrial Area
Fraser Wharves
Richmond Town Centre
Tsawwassen Growth Area
TFN Growth Area
North Ladner Growth Area
Fraser Richmond Port Lands
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Figure 3-2: Regionally and Sub-Regionally Significant Cycling Destinations
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3.1 Current Policies, Standards & Programs
Each community has demonstrated a commitment toward improving cycling facilities through plans,
policies and ongoing programs designed to encourage and enhance cycling facilities. This section
summarizes the plans for each community and highlights relevant policies and programs designed to
enhance cycling to regionally significant generators and between communities.

Community and Neighbourhood Plans
Community and neighborhood plans generally provide the overall aspirations and direction for cycling
facilities through foundation goals, objectives and policies. Most agencies in the SWA have plans that
prioritize cycling as a form of transportation and recreation. The plans and documents prioritize the
installation of new and enhanced on- and off-street cycling infrastructure facilities as briefly highlighted
below:
 Richmond’s Official Community Plan (OCP), City Centre Area Plan, and City Centre
Transportation Plan all identify cycling as a priority mode for promoting sustainable transportation.
The OCP identifies target of increasing cycling trips from 1% in 2008 to 10% in 2041. The City
recognizes that investments in new bicycle routes and facilities that are comfortable for all ages
and abilities are critical to encourage more people to ride their bicycle. Cycling projects will be
prioritized if they are located within a 400 metre radius of a neighbourhood centre and if routes
provide direct access to local destinations such as schools, parks, neighbourhood centres, and
transit stops, among other physical and financial considerations.
Richmond’s City Centre Transportation Plan notes that every street within the City Centre should
accommodate bikes. On street facilities need to be appropriate for the street classification, vehicle
volumes and speeds. This means that on major thoroughfares and streets, bicycle lanes should
be physically separated
 Delta’s OCP indicates that the Corporation will focus on improving cycling linkages between
communities within Delta and regionally. The Corporation will encourage the provision of cycling
infrastructure and support programs, such as end of trip facilities for new developments within the
community, and encourage education and awareness.
 TFN outlines their plans and policies for cycling in their 2009 Land Use Plan. The document
supports improving transportation choice by promoting bicycle use through the development of a
network that includes both on street and off street facilities.
 The VAA’s Master Plan currently provides limited direction for cycling and cycling facilities. As
previously noted, the VAA is currently in the process of updating its Master Plan and Amenities
Plan which will focus more on planning walking and cycling facilities.

Current Plans
Plans and discussions with representatives of each community in the Southwest area indicates that there
are several priority cycling projects and new routes planned throughout the study area as briefly
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described below. The City of Richmond and TFN have published plans that identify proposed bicycle
routes, while Delta and the VAA have internal documents that outline future cycling networks.
 Richmond has a number of well-established plans that outline proposed locations for new cycling
routes and infrastructure. These include the City of Richmond Official Community Plan, the City of
Richmond City Centre Transportation Plan Update, the City Centre Area Plan, and other local
area plans.

Figure 3-3: Richmond City Centre Cycling Improvements
Source: City Centre Transportation Plan Update
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Figure 3-4: Richmond City Centre Proposed Transportation Improvements Map
Source: City Centre Area Plan
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Figure 3-5: City of Richmond Planned Cycling Improvements
Source: City of Richmond OCP

 As illustrated in Figure 3-3, Figure 3-4, and Figure 3-5, the City’s area plans are focused on:

TransLink

♦

Enhancing regional cycling connections,

♦

Improving access to the Canada Line walking and cycling bridge, particularly on Great
Canadian Way and Van Horne Way north of Bridgeport

♦

Improvements within the City Centre such as the area south of Bridgeport station in
Capstan Village
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♦

Developing a network of neighbourhood linkages that allow people cycling to travel
through neighbourhoods on either quiet low volume, low speed streets or off street
pathways.

♦

Filling in gaps in the existing network and make improvements at key locations.

♦

Providing bicycle facilities that are comfortable for people cycling of all ages and abilities
and will aim to provide off street separated bicycle facilities wherever possible.

 Delta does not have a formally approved bicycle network plan. However, in 2010 the Corporation
completed a Cycling Infrastructure Prioritization Study which is an internal document that includes
a proposed priority cycling network.
 TFN’s proposed bicycle network is presented in the Internal TFN Roads Analysis Report (2013)
and illustrated in Figure 3-6. The TFN Roads Analysis Report documents the transportation
requirements of planned development in the TFN growth area.

(Source: Internal FTN Road Analysis Report)

Figure 3-6: TFN Planned Bicycle Network
TransLink
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In general, TFN is implementing cycling infrastructure as development occurs. Multi-use
pathways are proposed along west side of 52nd Street and 48th Street, the north side of the North
Collector Road to 27b Avenue and along 27b Avenue. On-street bicycle lanes are proposed on
both sides of 52nd Street and along 48th Street from North Collector Road to 27b Avenue and also
along 27b Avenue. The plan also identifies shoulder bicycle lanes along Highway 17 along with
a number of pedestrian and cycling over and under-passes.
 The VAA has an internal document, the Sea Island Cycling Implementation Plan, which outlines
some potential future bicycle routes. Currently, the VAA is completing detailed design of an offstreet multi-use pathway at Larry Berg Flight Path Park (Airport Road at Wellington Crescent).
The proposed pathway heads north to Russ Baker Way and Cessna Drive connecting to the
BCIT Aerospace and Technology Campus and the riverfront dyke trail.

Bicycle Facility Design Guidance
Design guidance for bicycle facilities are typically included within plans and guidelines to ensure bicycle
facilities are implemented consistently using current or best practices. These guidelines include a
minimum width for different types of bicycle facilities along with other considerations to ensure new
facilities are safe and comfortable for different types of bicycle users. The City of Richmond and TFN
outline design standards for bicycle facilities within their design standards and / or internal roadway
requirements. The Corporation and of Delta and the VAA do not have local standards, but rather use
Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) guidelines and other best practices when designing facilities.
Table 3-1 summarizes the current design guidelines and standards used for each community which are
briefly described below.
Table 3-2: Bicycle Facility Design Requirements Summary
Design Guidelines
Local Design Guidelines /
Standards
Typical Guideline
Multi-use Pathway
On-street Bike Lane

Richmond

Delta

TFN

VAA

Yes

TAC

Yes

TAC

3.0
1.8

3.0 – 4.0*
1.5 – 2.0

3.0
1.5

3.0 – 4.0*
1.5 – 2.0

*two-way

 Richmond’s Subdivision and Development ByLaw and the City Centre Official Community Plan
provides design guidance for bicycle facilities. The City also considers best practices in North
America and globally to ensure their facilities are suitable for a variety of different types of people
cycling, whether for recreational or commuting purposes.
 Delta’s OCP notes that the Corporation will continue to develop Delta’s bicycle network in
accordance with recommended design guidelines, indicating that they are using TAC guidelines
for designing bicycle facilities. The 2010 Cycling Infrastructure Prioritization Study provides some
general guidelines on the width and design of bicycle facilities based on best practices at the
time.

TransLink
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 TFN outlines design standards for on street bicycle lanes and off street multi-use pathways in
their Internal TFN Roads Analysis Report.
 The VAA does not have their own set of design guidelines for designing bicycle facilitates, but
their existing facilities have been designed to meet TAC standards.

Bicycle Wayfinding
Wayfinding includes road signs, pavement markings and maps. Wayfinding is often identified as one of
the softer measures of bicycle network planning, and is an important feature to be integrated within a
bicycle network to make cycling more attractive and convenient.
The City of Richmond, Corporation of Delta, TFN and the VAA have all identified the importance of
wayfinding but are at different stages of implementing their programs. They have also all committed to
following the wayfinding guidelines developed by TransLink.
 The City of Richmond plans to continue developing their program based on TransLink’s
Wayfinding Guidelines. Today, the City has some wayfinding in place for people cycling located
throughout the municipality but have not yet established a program for ongoing installation or a
template standard for the signs. In 2016-2017, the City’s Transportation and Parks departments
will be working to develop a program and a citywide standard for wayfinding. Wayfinding will be
prioritized on regional routes and routes that provide linkages to key destinations.
 Delta completed a Bicycle Wayfinding Study Memorandum in 2015 based on TransLink’s
Wayfinding Guidelines in order to identify locations along the bicycle network where wayfinding
should be installed. These individual recommendations have not yet been advanced.
 TFN’s Executive Council passed an Order adopting TransLink’s Wayfinding Guidelines for use on
existing and future trails throughout Tsawwassen First Nation Lands. Developers may be
required to provide signage if their project contains cycling paths or if they are constructing
cycling paths near their project. As TFN is in the process of constructing and designing their
bicycle network limited wayfinding is currently in place.
 The VAA completed the Sea Island Wayfinding Sign Memo and Inventory which was developed
based on the guidelines outlined by TransLink. At the end of 2015, all of the signs identified in
the memo had been installed.

Bicycle Parking and End of Trip Facilities
Bicycle end-of-trip facilities, such as bicycle parking, changing rooms, showers, and/or maintenance and
storage services are an integral component of a comprehensive bicycle transportation system. Cyclists
require a safe, convenient location to secure their bicycle when they reach their destination. This is true
whether people on bicycles are running errands, commuting to work or school, or making a connection to
transit.
All agencies in the SWA have guidelines and requirements for bicycle parking outlined in their Zoning
Bylaws or development applications. In general, bicycle parking requirements are included for both short
term and long term bicycle parking options. The requirements for parking vary by land use and type of
TransLink
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parking. Residential, Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial land uses all require the installation of both
short term and long term bicycle parking based on either units or floor space.
The City of Richmond noted that they have funds available for the purchase and installation of bicycle
parking in the public right of way and they base the location of new bicycle parking on demand, if they
have received a request, and if there is space available in the right of way.
The VAA’s existing Master Transportation Plan for YVR notes the importance of providing bicycle parking
at the terminal to promote commuter cycling. The VAA is considering the possibility of providing a secure
bicycle parking facility at Templeton Station that would operate similarly to the existing station at Main
Street Station in Vancouver. In addition, the VAA has some funding for the installation of bicycle racks at
high demand locations, 14 new bicycle racks have recently been installed at the terminal.

3.2 Cycling Network and Gap Analysis
Cycling network gap analysis examines the existing cycling network within the SWA where regionally
significant generators are served by existing cycling infrastructure. The gaps in the cycling network have
a similar impact on a cyclist`s commute as road closures have on motor vehicle drivers travelling on the
road network. When confronted with a gap in the network a traveller is required to either detour to a safer
route which often requires local knowledge, or to continue through substandard or potentially hazardous
conditions. To the extent that traffic hazards are a major deterrent for people interested in cycling,
examining gaps in the bikeway network is a logical first step in considering future bikeway upgrades.
The SWA has over 200 kilometres of bicycle facilities, most of which are off-street pathways or major
street bicycle lanes. 42% of the bicycle network in the SWA is made up of off-street pathways, 37% are
major street bicycle lanes, 11% are neighbourhood street bikeways and 10% are major street shared
lanes. Table 3-2 below presents the total distance of designated bicycle facilities within the SWA and
Figure 3-7 illustrates the location of the existing network.
Table 3-3: Kilometres of Bicycle Facility by Type

Bicycle Facility Type
Major Street Bicycle
Lane
Major Street Shared
Lane
Neighbourhood Street
Bikeway
Off-Street
Total

TransLink

Richmond
(excluding
Sea Island)

Delta

TFN

Sea Island

Total

38 km

63 km

3 km

18 km

122 km

4 km

16 km

0 km

1 km

21 km

10 km

30 km

0 km

9 km

49 km

60 km

39 km

6 km

14 km

119 km

112 km

149 km

9 km

41 km

311 km
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Figure 3-7: Existing Bicycle Network

TransLink
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 The City of Richmond and the Corporation of Delta have invested in cycling and have networks
consisting of a combination of designated bicycle facilities and informal routes.
♦

The City of Richmond’s existing formal bicycle network is 111.6 km in length, the majority
of it is made up of off-street pathways (51%) and major street bicycle lanes (32%)

♦

Delta’s network is 103.2 km in length, it is also made up of mainly major street bicycle
lanes (41%) and off-street facilities (34%)

♦

TFN currently has no on-street bicycle facilities

♦

Most of Sea Island’s network is made up of major street bicycle lanes

 Many of the on-street routes within SWA are on busy highways, arterial roads, and collector
roads. These routes may not be comfortable for users of all ages and abilities.
♦

Off-Street routes, neighbourhood street bikeways and separated bicycle lanes are often
identified as the most comfortable types of bicycle infrastructure.

♦

The provision of comfortable bicycle infrastructure is crucial to increase the safety (and
safety perceptions) of cycling.

♦

Researchers from the Cycling in Cities Program at the University of British Columbia and
other sources have found that bicycle infrastructure that provides a greater degree of
separation between people cycling and vehicles is more likely to increase bicycle
ridership.

Figure 3-8: Bicycle Infrastructure Spectrum based on Comfort
 End of trip facilities such as bicycle parking is an important component of a successful bicycle
network. In the SWA, short-term bicycle parking is available at important transit transfer
destinations.
♦

TransLink

At transit exchanges and Canada Line stations there are some longer-term secure
bicycle parking options. The number of bicycle lockers at SWA Rapid Transit Stations
and at Ladner Exchange are summarized in Figure 3-9. Data provided by TransLink
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indicate that during spring and summer months, most or all lockers at Bridgeport Station
are rented, while there are available lockers at all other stations throughout the year.
Bicycle Lockers at Transit Stations
25

Number of Lockers

20
15
10
5
0

Ladner Exchange

Aberdeen Station

Bridgeport Station Richmond-Brighouse Lansdowne Station
Station

Figure 3-9: Bicycle Lockers and Transit Stations
Figure 3-10 below illustrates the existing bicycle network and the regionally significant destinations. The
arrows indicate the desire lines connecting different destinations. The red arrows indicate where there are
no designated bicycle facilities connecting the destinations or where the existing bicycle facilities are
appropriate only for people cycling that are ‘strong and fearless’. This generally include routes where the
volume, speed, and / or proximity of private and commercial vehicles may reduce the attractiveness of the
route for some users. Orange arrows indicate that there is a designated route however there are some
gaps in the network that may create challengers for people cycling. The grey arrows indicate that the
existing route is relatively well connected and continuous. Some of the findings from the sub-regional gap
analysis include:
 Existing George Massey Tunnel is a gap in the bicycle network as cyclists currently have to take
a bus shuttle to travel between Richmond and Delta. The new George Massey Bridge is an
opportunity to enhance this connection between Delta and Richmond.
 While there are bicycle lanes along the South Fraser Parameter Road that provide an important
connection across Delta and into other areas of the region, the bicycle facilities along this corridor
are not comfortable for all users. The volume and speed of traffic, as well as the volume of heavy
vehicles on this route, which does not have a barrier between general purpose lanes and traffic,
can be a deterrent for some potential cyclists.
 There is a gap in east-west connection from Tsawwassen and Ladner towards south Surrey
which would also provide access to Boundary Bay Airport.

TransLink
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap
Desire Lines with: Existing Connectivity

Figure 3-10: Bicycle Network Gap Analysis

TransLink
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 There is a gap in southern Richmond where there are limited east west commuter routes
providing access to Steveston, however, there are a number of designated north-south routes
which provide good connections.
 Accessing the Canada Line Bridge from Richmond City Centre can be a challenge due to gaps in
the network and having to navigate roadways with high traffic volumes and speeds.
 There are limited east west routes that cross Highway 99.
 Finding a direct designated on-street route can also be a challenge in northern Richmond near
Bridgeport Station. This area would benefit from a well-connected network of bicycle facilities and
wayfinding.
 There is good network sub-area connectivity between Tsawwassen and Ladner within Delta.
The following is a review of the cycling network in the SWA area and how well it connects to regionally
significant destinations, transit and connections and gateways.

Sea Island and Richmond City Centre
The existing bicycle network located on Sea Island and within Richmond Centre can be seen in Figure
3-11.
 All of the bridges providing connections between Sea Island and Richmond have some type of
designated bicycle facilities.
 On Sea Island there are a few gaps in the local network including locations where on-street
facilities end, and start up again a few hundred metres later.
 There is a growing network of off-street multi-use pathways that can be used for transportation
and recreational purposes on Sea Island.
 There are bicycle routes on roads that provide access to the Canada Line Stations on Sea Island.
 Wayfinding is an important component of Sea Island’s bicycle network as direct and continuous
routes can be challenging to navigate.
 In Richmond, bicycle routes on Westminster Highway and Garden City Road provide direct
access to a number of regional destinations including Richmond City Hall.
 There is a gap in the network particularly along No. 3 Road south of Richmond Brighouse Station
and north of Alderbridge Way where bicycle lanes are only located in the northbound direction on
No. 3 Road.
 There are a limited number of east west routes within Richmond City Centre.
 Accessing the Canada Line Bridge from Richmond City Centre can be a challenge due to gaps in
the network and having to navigate roadways with high traffic volumes and speeds.
 As noted previously, there are some gaps in connectivity to Bridgeport Station, with the cycling
network being discontinuous in some locations.

TransLink
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 There are a number of off-street routes that provide important connections between Richmond
City Centre and other neighbourhoods.

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 3-11: Bicycle Network Gap Analysis – Sea Island and North Richmond

TransLink
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Southwest Richmond
The existing bicycle network located in Southwest Richmond can be seen in Figure 3-12.
 There are continuous north south routes that provide direct access to Steveston along Railway
Avenue (major street bicycle lane and off-street facility) and Second Avenue (neighbourhood
bikeway)
 There are no designated bicycle facilities providing access to the regional destination (Hugh Boyd
Park) on Francis Road. Francis Road serves as an informal bicycle route.
 There is a gap in the off-street Dyke Trail through Steveston where the waterfront has been built
up but there is an alternative route on Chatham Road and through Steveston Park which is
identified as a regional destination

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 3-12: Bicycle Network Gap Analysis – Southwest Richmond

TransLink
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Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed Employment Area
The existing bicycle network located in East Richmond Employment Area can be seen in Figure 3-13.
 In East Richmond there are a number of off-street bicycle routes including an off-street pathway
on Shell Road and the Bath Slough Trail.
 North-south connectivity in this area is limited and east-west connectivity is limited north of
Westminster Highway. There are no on-street bicycle facilities that provide connections to the
community facilities, park and secondary school that are located on Cambie Road. Jacombs
Road serves as an informal bicycle route.
 There is gap in the network for cyclists accessing Knight Street Bridge.
 There is good east west connectivity along Westminster Highway.

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 3-13: Bicycle Network Gap Analysis – East Richmond Employment Area

TransLink
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Hamilton Mixed Employment Area, Richmond and Delta Connections to Alex Fraser
Bridge
The existing bicycle network located in the Hamilton Mixed Employment Area and south of the Alex
Fraser Bridge can be seen in Figure 3-14.
 Access to Alex Fraser Bridge, particularly on the south side of the bridge can be challenging due
to gaps in the on-street network and the need to navigate major corridors and intersections such
as Nordel Way. Off-street pathways provide cycling connections to Alex Fraser Bridge.
 The Highway 91 connector includes on-street bicycle lanes to connect SFPR to the pathways that
provide access to Alex Fraser Bridge. Like the regional cycling connections on SFPR, these
facilities are best for the ‘strong and fearless’ cyclist due to the speed and volume of traffic, as
well as the percentage of heavy vehicles on this route and potential difficulties navigating major
intersections.
 Bicycle lanes on Westminster Highway and the pathway along Fraserwood Way provide good
access to the employment destinations within Hamilton despite a few gaps in the network. There
is a gap in the formalized network between Fraserwood Way and the off-street pathway that
continues under the Alex Fraser Bridge along Dyke Road. The Dyke Road acts as an informal
neighbourhood street bike connection.

TransLink
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Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 3-14: Bicycle Network Gap Analysis – Hamilton Employment Area
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Riverside Mixed Employment Area (Ironwood Shopping Centre and Riverside Industrial
Park), Richmond
The existing bicycle network located in the South Richmond Employment Area / Ladner can be seen in
Figure 3-15.
 The existing George Massey Tunnel is currently a barrier for cyclists as they are required to catch
a shuttle to travel through it in either direction. The shuttle operates hourly during the weekday
morning and afternoon peaks throughout the year, with additional service on weekends during the
rest of the year and weekday midday service in the summer.
 There are east-west gaps in the cycling network due to the limited crossings across Highway 99.
 While there are some facilities providing access to the Fraser Wharves site on the north side of
the Fraser River, the existing designated facility is not well connected to the rest of the network.
 Shell Road provides an important connection to the employment area in South Richmond and the
Dyke pathway. There is a gap in formalized cycling facilities along Shell Road, although it
currently acts as an informal neighbourhood street cycling connection.

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 3-15 : Bicycle Network Gap Analysis – South Richmond Employment Area / Ladner
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Ladner, Delta
The existing bicycle network located in Ladner Centre can be seen in Figure 3-16.
 There are shared-use facilities on Harvest Drive/ 44 Avenue which provide a direct route to a
number of regionally important destinations in Delta, including municipal hall, the hospital and the
Ladner Leisure Centre.
 Bicycle lanes on Arthur Drive provide a direct route from Tsawwassen to Ladner Centre and
shared-use lanes north of 44 Avenue provide access to River Road and access to the Delta Dyke
Trail.
 Enhanced east-west cycling routes within Ladner would provide more direct linkages to the Town
Centre.

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 3-16: Bicycle Network Gap Analysis – Ladner Centre
TransLink
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Tsawwassen and TFN
The existing bicycle network located in Tsawwassen and in TFN can be seen in Figure 3-17.
 There is a network of dedicated and informal bicycle routes in Tsawwassen that provide access
to the Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal and the Point Roberts Border Crossing.
 The facilities on South Fraser Perimeter Road however, are not comfortable for cyclists of all
ages and abilities.
 There are some east-west gaps in the formal network, particularly along 12 Avenue.
 There is also a gap along 56 Street, however, given the nature of the street between 12 Avenue
and 18 Avenue an alternative designated route on a parallel street may be more appropriate.
 There is a gap in the Boundary Bay Dyke Trail between 17A Avenue and 12 Avenue. This
connection is achieved by an informal neighbourhood street bicycle route along Beach Grove.

Significant Gap
Moderate Gap

Figure 3-17: Bicycle Network Gap Analysis – Tsawwassen

TransLink
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Proposed Cycling Facilities
The existing and proposed bicycle networks for the SWA are presented in Figure 3-18, it is important to
note that this only includes proposed routes within the City of Richmond and the TFN. The length of
proposed bicycle facilities by type are presented below in tables.
 The proposed networks of both TFN and the City of Richmond show a focus on off-street and
neighbourhood routes that are better suited for cyclists of all ages and abilities (Table 3-3 and
Table 3-4).
 The City of Richmond’s planned network addresses a number of the east-west gaps previously
noted including additional routes that cross Highway 99 and routes within Richmond City Centre.
 Also in Richmond, the planned network would provide better access to the Canada Line Bridge
via both on-street and off-street facilities and the East Richmond Employment Area with the
addition of shared use facilities on Cambie Road and Jacombs Road.
 The proposed network does not address the gap in the network along No.3 Road and challenges
accessing Canada Line Stations. These gaps are intended to be addressed through adjacent
redevelopment as the City does not currently have sufficient right-of-way to improve cycling
facilities through this area. The planned network provides a parallel all ages and abilities route on
River Road in Richmond.
 TFN’s proposed bicycle network focuses on providing connections within the community, but also
connecting with existing routes in Delta including 52 Street.

Table 3-4: City of Richmond Proposed Bicycle Facilities
Proposed Facility Type

Length(km)

Unknown

7.8

Off-Street

89.8

Neighbourhood Street Bikeway

65.0

Major Street Bicycle Lane

72.7

Table 3-5: Tsawwassen First Nation Proposed Bicycle Facilities
Proposed Facility Type

Length(km)

Major Street Bicycle Lane

4.2

Off-Street

11.5

TransLink
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Figure 3-18: Existing and Proposed Bicycle Network
TransLink
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3.3 Cycling Collision Frequencies
Like pedestrians, cyclists are also vulnerable road users and are subject to greater exposure to serious
traffic collisions. ICBC collects and maintains statistics for all reported collisions involving motor vehicles
in British Columbia. It is important to note that these reported collisions involve people cycling and motor
vehicles and do not include cycling collisions that occur as a result of infrastructure, weather, or between
people walking and cycling. The data presented in Figure 3-19 shows the total number of collisions
between a motor vehicle and a person cycling within the SWA between 2009 and 2013.
 The following discussion highlights many of the key cycling collisions in the SWA are
concentrated in areas with the highest number of cycling and vehicle trips, including Richmond
City Centre and Ladner.
 Within Richmond City Centre, corridors such as No. 2 Road, No.3 Road, Granville Avenue, and
Westminster Highway in particular were found to have a high number of collisions.
 There were a high number of collisions reported along Steveston Highway near Highway 99.
 There were no reported collisions involving a bicycle and motor vehicle on TFN lands.
 On Sea Island, there were two locations with more than one reported collision, they are along
Russ Baker Way and the Arthur Laing Bridge.
 Approximately half (47%) of all collisions are located on routes without existing bicycle facilities,
44% are located on major street bicycle lanes as seen in Figure 3-20; because the collision data
is historic (2009 – 2013), it is possible that some of the collisions on major street bicycle lanes
predate the installation of improved facilities.
 Corridors and locations with a number of reported collisions but not bicycle facilities in the SWA
include Steveston Highway, No. 2 Road, Westminster Highway (west of Garden City Road) and
Elliott Street north of Ladner Trunk Road.

TransLink
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Figure 3-19: Cycling Collision Locations (2009 – 2013)
Source: ICBC Crash Maps
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Figure 3-20: Cycling Collision Locations and Existing Bicycle Network
Source: ICBC Crash Maps
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3.4 Existing Cycling Patterns and Potential Analysis
This section provide an analysis of existing cycling mode share patterns in the SWA, as well as an
assessment of the areas with the potential for increased cycling with greater investment in cycling
infrastructure and support programs.

Existing Regional Cycling Patterns
The SWA has a similar percentage of cycling trips when compared to many other municipalities in Metro
Vancouver as seen in Figure 3-21. In 2011, approximately 1.2% of daily trips made in the City of
Richmond and Sea Island and 1.1% of trips in the Corporation of Delta and TFN were made by bike.
Comparing mode share data collected in 2008 and 2011, it is noted that Richmond and Sea Island have
seen a 0.1% increase in bicycle trips since 2008 whereas South Delta has seen a 1% decrease, as
summarized in Table 3-5.
7.0%

Percentage of Trips

6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

Figure 3-21: Cycling Mode Share for Metro Vancouver Municipalities (all Trips)
Source: 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary

The bike mode share for work trips is relatively similar to the bike mode share for all trips. The percentage
of all daily trips by bike for each municipality is illustrated in Table 3-5 and the historic trends for
Richmond and Sea Island, Delta, and TFN are summarized in Table 3-6.

TransLink
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Table 3-6: Percentage of All Trips Made by Bike
Source: 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary
Municipality

2008

2011

Richmond and Sea Island
South Delta and TFN

1.1%
2.3%

1.2%
1.3%

Table 3-7: Percentage of Journey to Work Trips made by Bike 9
Source: 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary
Municipality

1996

2001

2006

2011

Richmond

0.9%

1.4%

1.3%

1.3%

South Delta

0.9%

1.0%

0.7%

1.4%

TFN

10%

7%

6%

10%

Tsawwassen First Nation has the highest percentage of trips made by bicycle. Historic trends for
Richmond have remained relatively consistent. South Delta and TFN have seen more variation in
percentages but have both seen increases in trips in recent years.

Existing Cycling Patterns
Figure 2-22 summarizes the bike mode share for all daily trips within each sub-area of the SWA based on
analysis of the 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary. Key findings based on the sub-area analysis are:
 Generally, sub-areas within the SWA with denser, mixed use developments have a higher
cycling mode share than more rural and suburban areas, with the exception of the
Richmond City Centre. The highest percentage of bicycle trips originate in the Steveston and
southern area of Richmond. Richmond West, Richmond Central, and Ladner follow behind with
the highest number of cycling trips within the sub region.
 The lower than expected cycling mode share within the Richmond City Centre could be
explained by a number of factors and presents an opportunity to encourage more cycling.
Results show that there is high percentage of trips made by transit and by foot in this area of the
sub-region. This sub-area currently has one of the lowest mode shares for vehicle trips in the
sub-region, indicating that higher cycling mode share may be achieved by shifting both transit and
vehicle trips to bicycle.
 More people are cycling for recreational and non-commute purposes within the SWA than
they are for commuting purposes. The highest percentage of internal non-commute trips by

9

The small sample size surveyed for TFN has resulted in inconstant results between years and indicates
to a lack of reliability in the data.
TransLink
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bike originate in Steveston, Richmond West, and Riverside as seen in Figure 3-22 below. The
highest percentage of commute trips by bike originate in Richmond Northeast, Hamilton,
Richmond Central and Ladner.
 There is an opportunity throughout the SWA to increase the bike mode share by targeting
trips that are less than 5 km in length. Approximately 45% of all trips made in Richmond and
Delta are less than 5 kilometres in length. A five kilometre bicycle trip takes approximately 15 to
20 minutes. In parts of the SWA where there is high land use mix and such as Steveston, Ladner
and Richmond City Centre in particular, investment in new infrastructure and programs for
encouragement that target these short trips may increase bicycle use. Cycling potential is
discussed in more detail in the next section.

Percentage of All Trips

3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

Bike Non-Commute Trips

Bike Commute Trips

Figure 3-22: Percentage of Non-Commute and Commute Biking Trips by Sub-Area (2011)
Source: SWATP Market Analysis
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Figure 3-23: Daily Cycling Mode Share by Sub-Area (all trips)
Source: SWATP Market Analysis

TransLink
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Cycling Potential Analysis

Bicycle Network Connectivity

Bicycle Network Density

Topography

Land Use Mix

Cycling Potential

Cycling potential analysis highlights areas in the SWA where if investments are made in more cycling
infrastructure higher levels of cycling trips
High
High
Low
High
High
are likely to be seen. To help understand
the unique conditions for cycling
throughout the SWA and which areas are
most bikeable, an analysis was conducted
of the cycling potential throughout the
study area. This analysis examined four
factors that can help make cycling more
attractive. These four factors and the
direction of their influence are shown in
Figure 3-24. In order to provide an overall
rating of cycling potential based on the
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
following formula:
Figure 3-24: Cycling Potential Factors
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
= (𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∗ 0.4) + (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑦𝑦 ∗ 0.2) + (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ∗ 0.2)
+ (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 0.2)

This analysis helped to identify areas with the highest potential to increase bicycle use and opportunities
throughout the SWA, and the. The results of this analysis, as seen in Figure 3-25, highlight the following
findings.
 The areas with the highest cycling potential include Steveston, Hamilton, and Richmond City
Centre all of which are important regional employment destinations.
 Employment areas near the Knight Street Bridge and Hamilton have been identified as having
relatively high cycling potential and both areas have gaps in their network, that if enhanced could
result in more cycling trips.
 Steveston already has a higher cycling mode share than other areas of the SWA and was
identified as having high cycling potential. It is also is an appealing recreational destination and
already has relatively good network connectivity, there are opportunities to build off of the already
high number of recreational trips to encourage more commute trips.
 In Delta, both Ladner and Tsawwassen have high cycling potential. Building from the existing
infrastructure in these areas to develop a connected network of bicycle routes that are
comfortable for cyclists of all ages and abilities could encourage higher rates of walking and
cycling within these areas.
 More comfortable regional and sub-regional connections to TFN and the Ferry Terminal would
encourage more commute and recreational trips.
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Figure 3-25: Cycling Potential Analysis
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3.5 Issues and Opportunities
The assessment of regional cycling in the SWA is
focused on connectivity between regional and
sub-regional destinations, on access to rapid and
frequent transit networks, and on the continuity
and usability of networks around regional
destinations. Key destinations for cycling are
shown in Figure 3-26.
Although all agencies in the SWA are committed
to improving cycling facilities and have made
recent investments in cycling facilities, the level
and detail of planning varies. Some areas have
cycling strategies and plans for neighbourhoods
and / or municipalities, while others have not
created or updated specific cycling or active
transportation plans. The approach to delivery of
cycling improvements also differs through the
sub-region. Transportation planning documents
throughout the area identify existing and future
cycling facilities. Some agencies are relying on
developer-driven improvements to complete the
cycling network in key areas, while others are
delivering capital projects.

Figure 3-26: Regionally and Sub-Regionally
Significant Cycling Destinations

Agencies within the SWA all have guidelines for
the development of facilities, ranging from custom local guidelines to applying TAC standards. While all
agencies are planning for improved all ages and abilities networks, these networks are expected to take
different forms throughout the region, with mutli-use pathways forming the core of some networks, while
neighbourhood bikeways are more common in other areas. These plans are often responsive to the
nature of the existing and anticipated future communities the bicycle facilities travel through. As the
network develops, there is an opportunity for regionally consistent and easily understood wayfinding to
help cyclists negotiate changing networks and traverse any network gaps.
The assessment acknowledges that cyclists of different ages and abilities prefer different types of
networks. Some of the cycling facilities in the SWA that provide the longest and most continuous
connectivity are also the least comfortable for some users. This includes the SFPR, where cycling is
permitted, but cyclists are not separated from the high volume, high speed roadway with a high
percentage of heavy vehicles.
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The gap analysis indicates
that there are opportunities
Significant Opportunity
Areas
for improved regional
Moderate Opportunity
Areas
connectivity, as well as for
improved local connections
to regionally signficant
destinations. These
regional cycling issuse and
opportunities are
summarized in Figure
3-27. The most signficant
regional gaps are between
key gateways and SWA
City and Town Centres.
SFPR provides a
connection between North
Delta and the Tswassen
Ferry Terminal; however,
cyclists using the faciltity
are not protected by a
physical barrier from high
traffic volumes, speeds,
and heavy vehicles. Eastwest connectivity across
Delta between the Delta /
Surrey boarder and Ladner
is also limited. The George
Massey Tunnel is a barrier
for cyclists, with cycling
Figure 3-27: Regional Cycling Issues and Opportunities
connectivity provided via a
shuttle with limited service.
Connectivity north-south from the George Massey Tunnel to the Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed
Employment area and on to the Knight Street Bridge is also limited.
There are two areas within the SWA with high or moderate-to-high cycling potential and significant cycling
gaps: Richmond City Center and the Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed Employment Area. There
are gaps in connectivity between Richmond City Centre and the gateways to Vancouver, as well as to
some SkyTrain Stations and sub-regional destinations within the City Centre. There is an opportunity to
build on existing success in this area. The Bridgeport / Northeast Richmond Mixed Employment Area is a
regional jobs destination with connectivity to Vancouver via Knight Street; however, there are gaps
between the bridge and local destinations, as well as between destinations within this area.
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4.0 Roads – Driving and Goods Movement
The road network supports connectivity for trips by driving, as a passenger in a private vehicle, and for
goods movement by truck. In the context of regional travel, this section considers whether the network of
highways, MRN, and arterial roads provides for driving and goods movement connectivity between
gateways and regional destinations. For goods movement, it is important that the major goods movement
nodes, which include industrial areas and ports, are well connected to regional gateways so that goods
can travel in a reliable and efficient way. Based on these needs, the inter-municipal connections &
gateways and ports & industrial areas are important regional priorities for the roads assessment, along
with key regional destinations, including the Town and City Centres. The categories of regional
destinations applicable to the driving and goods movement assessment are illustrated in Figure 4-1. For
the purpose of the road network assessment, connections to rapid and frequent transit are not considered
to be regionally important as many are local travel that can be achieved on most classes of roadways.

Ports & Industrial

Regionally
& Subregionally
Significant
Destinations

Connections
& Gateways

Highways
& MRN

FTN & Rapid
Transit

Figure 4-1: Regionally Significant Generators for Driving and Goods Movement
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This section describes some of the
limitations and constraints in the road
networks serving regional important
areas. The existing highway and MRN
network is illustrated in Figure 4-2. It is
important to note that the needs and
possibilities for roadways in the SWA
should be considered in conjunction
with the needs and opportunities for
pedestrians and cyclists described in
earlier sections.
Figure 4-3 illustrates the regional
generators for driving and goods
movement trips in each of the three
categories previously highlighted.
Table 4-1 provides the key for the
significant destinations that are
numbered on the map in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-2: Provincial Highways and MRN
Table 4-1: Significant Destination Key
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

TransLink

Destination Name
Ladner Town Centre
Delta Municipal Hall
Delta Hospital
Delta Port
BC Ferry Terminal
Tsawwassen Town Centre
Boundary Bay Airport
Post Secondary School
Richmond City Hall
Richmond Hospital
Steveston Community Centre
West Richmond Community Centre

No.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Destination Name
Thompson Community Centre
Minoru Arena
Cambie Community Centre
Cambie Community Centre Fields
YVR / BCIT Aerospace Tech. Campus
Tilbury Island Industrial Area
Fraser Wharves
Richmond Town Centre
Tsawwassen Growth Area
TFN Growth Area
North Ladner Growth Area
Fraser Richmond Port Lands
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Figure 4-3: Regionally and Sub-Regionally Significant Destinations
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4.1 Current Policies, Standards & Programs
Different documents, policies and plans outline considerations for roads under the jurisdiction of Delta,
Richmond, Tsawwassen First Nation, and the Vancouver Airport Authority (VAA). These documents
identify the existing road network, including road hierarchy and intended use, contain the policies and
bylaws that control the use of heavy vehicles, and outline requirements for parking around key regional
destinations. This section will summarize the key takeaways of these documents to understand how road
considerations and infrastructure are prioritized and developed within the sub-region.
As part of TransLink’s mandate as a regional transportation authority, it supports the regional growth
strategy and regional economic development. TransLink shares responsibility for the MRN with the
municipalities by contributing to the operations, maintenance, and rehabilitation of the MRN. TransLink
also owns and maintains five bridges, including the Knight Street Bridge and the Canada Line Bicycle and
Pedestrian Bridge, which are gateways to the SWA. TransLink also leads and facilitates regional goods
movement research and has final approval over municipal requests to restrict trucks on municipal roads.

Community and Neighbourhood Plans
Community and neighbourhood plans identify the existing and planned roadway network, identify planned
improvements and capital plans, and provide the policy context for the transportation network. Official
Community Plans (OCP) typically include guidance concerning the road network, as do neighbourhood
plans. Some communities have transportation plans describing transportation network needs, plans, and
capital programs in more detail.
The community and neighbourhood plans that influence road network policies and standards in each
community are briefly highlighted below:
 Richmond’s OCP recognizes the importance of an efficient road network for economic growth. It
supports making travel more efficient, including investing in roadway improvements that support
economic growth and goods movement activities, as well as operational improvements that
reduce emissions.
The road network portion of the mobility section of the OCP identifies that the primary function of
the existing road network is to support vehicle movements, and recommends a transition to a
more multi-modal system focused on efficiency and people-moving capacity. As a result, the plan
has developed policies such as:
♦

Redistributing road capacity from private vehicles to transit, cycling, rolling, and walking;
and,

♦

Implementing traffic calming measures.

A key objective of the road network portion of the OCP is to optimize the existing road network in
order to improve circulation and goods movement, thus reducing the need to add more road
capacity. To achieve this, the following policies were developed:
♦
TransLink

Implement timely road improvements for goods movements,
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♦

Limit the expansion of travel lane capacity for single-occupant private vehicles on bridges
and highways, and gives priority to transit, trucks and high-occupancy vehicles instead

The Road Network Classification Map from Richmond’s OCP includes existing classifications, as
well as proposed new routes. These are shown in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4: Road Classification Map, Richmond OCP (2012)
Source: City of Richmond Official Community Plan (2012)

 Richmond’s City Centre Transportation Plan has more detailed plans for the City Centre area
of Richmond. This plan focuses on developing a clear road network hierarchy and tightening the
existing street grid to provide shorter blocks for all road users. The road classification map is
shown in Figure 4-5. Key improvements identified through the City Centre Plan are shown in
Figure 4-6.
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Source: City of Richmond, City Centre Transportation Plan (2007)

Figure 4-5: Richmond City Centre Road Classification Map (2007)
There are a number of key directions concerning driving and goods movement within the City
Centre. Many of the directions focus on a reduction of vehicle ownership and parking through
actions such as encouraging car share, home delivery, and shared parking strategies. The City
Centre Plan also includes improving the efficiency of the transportation network and reducing
unnecessary circulation.
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Source: City of Richmond, City Centre Transportation Plan (2007)

Figure 4-6: Richmond City Centre Key Road Network Improvements (2007)
The City Centre plan also addresses goods movement and specifies that major thoroughfares
should act as goods movement corridors with the number of driveways restricted. It also
proposes to consolidate loading and move loading to laneways as much as possible. Goods
movement routes and loading zones are illustrated in Figure 4-7.
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Source: City of Richmond, City Centre Transportation Plan (2007)

Figure 4-7: Richmond City Centre Goods Movement Map (2007)
 Delta’s OCP identifies limited capacity at the Fraser River crossings as the most significant road
network challenges for the municipality, along with travel demand generated by DeltaPort and the
BC Ferries Terminal. The OCP also acknowledges conflicts between agricultural and general
purpose traffic in the rural areas. The stated objective for the road network within the OCP is to
work to provide a local road network that “safely, efficiently, and effectively enables movement of
people and goods within Delta and through Delta to other parts of the region.” Delta’s road
hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 4-8. Key road network and goods movement policies from the
OCP include:

TransLink

♦

Maximizing the capacity of existing corridors.

♦

Providing safe and efficient connections for both people and goods.

♦

Designating specific corridors to accommodate major trucks and goods movement and
maximizing efficient and effective goods movement on those corridors.
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Source: Corporation of Delta, Official Community Plan (2014))

Figure 4-8: Delta Road Hierarchy (2014)
 TFN’s Land Use Plan includes the objective of an efficient local road system that is safe and
accessible to multiple modes of transportation. To achieve this, the plan supports policies such
as:
♦

Realigning Tsatsu Shores Drive with a new Highway 17 intersection

♦

Closure of the existing intersection of Tsawwassen Drive North and Highway 17

♦

Implementing a community entrance via a connector road from Highway 17 via 52nd
Street

 The Tsawwassen First Nation Community Development Internal TFN Road Analysis Final
Report (TFN Road Analysis Report) outlines the proposed road network for TFN, including
specifying road classifications in more detail. The road network is focused on a collector system
that connects to 52nd Street. The proposed road network is illustrated in Figure 4-9. The report
also identifies connections to Deltaport Way through the TFN Industrial Lands via 27b Avenue.
TransLink
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These are shown in Figure 4-10. It is anticipated that 27b Avenue and 41b Street will act as
Industrial Collector Roads.

Figure 4-9: TFN Internal Road Classifications
Source: Tsawwassen First Nation Community Development Internal TFN Road Analysis Final Report (2013)
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Figure 4-10: TFN Road Network
Source: Tsawwassen First Nation Community Development Internal TFN Road Analysis Final Report (2013)

 The VAA’s 2027 Master Plan focusses on moving people and goods safely and effectively, and
ensuring integration with transportation plans of other agencies and governments. After
consultations revolving around parking, enhancing existing routes for ground access, and adding
new capacity for ground access, some of the recommendations included:
♦
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Implement a dedicated airport access lane northbound on Russ Baker Way
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♦

Consider tolls for commuter traffic and / or dedicated airport access lanes

♦

Consider enhancing existing capacity and adding new capacity to the road network on
Sea Island and providing access to Sea Island. These measures could include improving
access to YVR from Highway 99 by grade-separating intersections and replacing the
existing Moray Channel Bridge.

Commercial Vehicle Policies
Heavy commercial vehicles, or trucks, play an important role in goods movement. In Metro Vancouver,
trucks serve international, provincial, regional, and local goods movement. Municipalities have a range of
bylaws and regulations pertaining to commercial vehicles. Key commercial vehicle policies within the
SWA are summarized in Table 4-1.
Table 4-2: Commercial Vehicle Policy Summary
Richmond

Delta

TFN

VAA

No stated
definition;
however truck
restrictions based
on
5,000 kg / 9,000
kg / 10,000 kg
(depending on
route)
Restrictions

10,000 kg

4,600 kg

No formal
definition

Routes

By Permit Only

Trucks permitted
on all road
network outside of
the airside
security fence
Informal routing
agreements are in
place for some
regular operators

Time restrictions

N/A

7 p.m. – 7 a.m. in
Residential
Districts

In development

Permitting
(oversize
overweight)

Permit required
oversize /
overweight
GVW exceeding
9,100 kg per axle
or length
exceeding 10.7 m

Truck definition

Truck routes
restrictions

TransLink

/

/

No formal process

Length from 12.5
– 25 m, width from
2.6 – 3.2 m,
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Enforcement

(single) / 18.3 m
(combination) or
width exceeding
2.6 m or height
exceeding 4.15 m
Police officer,
bylaw
enforcement
officer or traffic
enforcement
officer

height from 4.15 –
4.3 m

Delta Police
Officer, RCMP,
Bylaw Inspector,
CVSE
Peace Officers

Richmond
City of Richmond Traffic Bylaw 5870 states that dangerous goods within the City are only to be
transported on the designated dangerous goods truck routes, which are provided in detail within the
document. The weight of the vehicles is restricted to five tonnes, nine tonnes, or ten tonnes depending on
the stretch of road.
The City Centre Area Plan suggests having a primary goods movement route in the major thoroughfares,
as well as providing off-street docks in parking areas with high trucking activity. It also proposes
minimizing the movement of dangerous goods in the City Centre.

Delta
The municipality has a number of truck routes, outlined in Schedule A of Bylaw 6922. Roads on Annacis
Island andwithin the Tilbury Island Industrial Area all truck routes as these are industrial areas. Section
5.2 of the bylaw also states that a person must not drive, operate, stop, stand, or park any heavy truck on
any highway unless it is a truck route. Heavy trucks may leave the truck route to travel by the shortest
feasible route between a truck route and their destination, if the destination is not on a truck route. Heavy
trucks may also operate on any highway and on roadways that are within 800 m of a highway.

Tsawwassen First Nation
According to the Community Governance Act – Traffic and Parking Regulation, operation of a heavy truck
within the Tsawwassen Lands is prohibited without a permit. This Act restricts a heavy truck is defined to
have a gross vehicle weight greater than 4,600 kilograms or a tractor towing one or more trailers or semitrailers.
TFN is currently developing goods movement guidelines.

VAA
The VAA does not have a formal truck definition for roadways under its jurisdiction and trucks are
permitted on all VAA roadways. Some operators have informal routing agreements based on ease of
TransLink
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access and existing roadway constraints. There is no legal definition of oversized / overweight vehicles
and no formal permitting process; however, there are some informal processes in place concerning
oversize loads.

Vehicle Parking in Town and City Centres
The City and Town Centres are regional destinations. Driving trips destined to these areas are
accommodated through the provision of parking. To understand parking requirements within these areas,
this section reviews the parking bylaw requirements in Richmond City Centre, Ladner Town Centre, and
the Tsawwassen Town Centre.
Off-street parking may be provided in publicly
available pay lots (including park-and-rides and in
parking structures) or in private lots associated
with specific land uses. The supply of private
parking is dictated by parking rates (i.e. parking
requirements) in municipal bylaws and normally
varies by land use type.
Municipalities sometimes have different rates for
different areas, with areas within walking distance
of high frequency transit and town centres
typically having lower parking requirements than
the remainder of the municipality. These areas –
transit hubs and town centres – also have regional
significance. Richmond has identified three zones
within its City Centre that have reduced parking
rates due to increased density, land use mix, and
access to high order transit. These are shown in
Figure 4-11. Sample parking bylaw requirements
are summarized in Table 4-2.
TransLink operates two park-and-ride lots in the
study area:
 Bridgeport Station, 1512 spaces at 8888
River Road
 Ladner Exchange, 200 Spaces at
Clarence Taylor Crescent and Harvest
Drive

TransLink

Figure 4-11: Richmond City Centre Parking
Zones
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Table 4-3: Sample Parking Bylaw Requirements
Location
Richmond City Centre (Zone 1)

Multi-family Residential

Commercial

1 space for residents per
dwelling unit

Richmond City Centre
(Zone 2)

1.2 spaces for residents per
dwelling unit

Richmond City Centre (Zone 3)

1.4 spaces for residents per
dwelling unit

3.75 spaces per 100m² of gfa on
the first 2 floors and for the gfa
above the first 2 floors, 15%
reduction from non-City Centre
requirements.
4.2 spaces per 100 m² of gfa on
the first floor and for the gfa
above the first floor, a 5%
reduction from the non-City
Centre requirements.
4.4 spaces per 100m² of gfa on
the first floor and for the gfa
above the above the first floor,
the minimum parking
requirements as identified in the
non-City Centre section.

Ladner City Centre

1.5 spaces for residents per
dwelling unit

Tsawwassen First Nation

• Apartments - 0.9 spaces for
residents per studio dwelling
unit and 1.5 spaces for other
dwelling unit types
• Townhouses - 1.5 spaces for
residents per dwelling unit

• 1 for each 9.5 square metres
of retail sales area in food
stores with 3 or more grocery
check out stands
• 1 for each 19.5 square metres
of retail sales/service area in
other retail and personal
service establishments
3 spaces per 100m2 of Gross
Leasable Floor Space up to
350m2; plus 4 spaces per
additional 100m2 of Gross
Leasable Floor Space

Richmond
The City’s Zoning Bylaw No. 8500 – Section 7 details parking regulations in various situations. These
include City Centre zones as identified by the Parking Bylaw Map in Section 7.9.1A, unit type, and usage.
The minimum on-site parking requirements may be reduced by up to a maximum of 10% if:
a. “the City implements transportation demand management measures, including the use of car coops, transit passes, private shuttles, carpools or enhanced end-of-trip cycling facilities; and”
b. “the minimum on-site parking requirements are substantiated by a parking study that is prepared
by a registered professional engineer and is subject to review and approval of the City”
TransLink
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Building on the City’s goal of promoting more sustainable forms of transportation, the Official Community
Plan proposes providing curbside parking at appropriate locations as a way to create a buffer from vehicle
traffic for pedestrians. Parking lanes may also be relocated in order to provide a physical separation for
cyclists.
The City Centre Area Plan outlines reduced parking requirements due to the easy access to the Canada
Line while promoting alternate modes of transportation. These reductions are dependent on the zone and
purpose (residential, non-residential, or college/university).

Delta
The Corporation of Delta Zoning Bylaw 2750 – Section 9 lists out the regulations for off-street parking.
Similar to the City of Richmond, procedures are dependent on situations such as unit type and land use.

Tsawwassen First Nation
The Land Use Planning and Development Act – Zoning Regulation contains a section regarding off-street
parking regulations. Similar to previous municipalities, the parking requirements depend on the land use.

VAA
The VAA’s 2027 Master Plan narrowed down to two parking options:
a. “Continue to provide parking for passengers and employees on Sea Island, with possible new longterm public and employee parking near Templeton Station”
b. “Provide some public and employee parking off Sea Island (in Richmond and Vancouver), and
bring passengers and employees to YVR using the Canada Line”
After consultations, recommendations include relocating some of the parking off of Sea Island,
maximizing the use of the Canada Line, and offering an array of public parking and accommodating the
requirements of car rental businesses for parking on Sea Island.

TransLink
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4.2 Roadway Network and Gap Analysis
The roadway network and gap analysis describes the existing roadway network and identifies observed
gaps where regionally significant destinations are not well served by major roads. These observed gaps
are based on an assessment of network connectivity through the lens of regionally significant
destinations, as described earlier. The observed gaps have not been evaluated using the MRN eligibility
criteria, which typically consider data on truck volumes, levels of transit service, and trip lengths serviced
by the corridors. The observed gaps are a basis for further consideration, discussion and data to confirm
if the development of an MRN route is the appropriate approach to address the potential gap.
As described above, each agency within the SWA has its own system of road classification. Arterial roads
are typically the highest order of municipal road and serve both regional and local traffic volumes. In
addition to these classifications, the Major Road Network (MRN) is a designated network of roadways
intended to facilitate safe and efficient movement of people and goods across the region. The MRN is not
a separate hierarchy of road, but is an additional classification typically applied to arterial roads with
additional significance for regional connectivity and shared management responsibility between the
municipalities and TransLink. Provincial highways are another layer to the road network that serve
provincial and regional driving as well as goods movement. MRN roadways typically interface with the
regional network and may not connect to other MRN roadways; rather, they often connect the provincial
highways to the municipal road network. Road classifications within the SWA are illustrated in Figure
4-12. 10

10

For simplicity, the classifications within Richmond City Centre have been aligned with classifications in the
remainder of the SWA. For the purpose of this report, Major Thoroughfares are shown as Arterials and Major Streets
are shown as Collectors. It is acknowledged that these roadways have different cross-sections and typical
characteristics than other Arterials and Collectors, but fill a similar function within the road network hierarchy.
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Figure 4-12: Existing Regional Road Classification
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The highway and federal road networks provide a significant amount of connectivity for drivers and goods
movement throughout the SWA. These networks are supported by a grid of MRN and arterial roadways in
Richmond and parallel MRN routes in Delta. Through the Tsawwassen town centre, the MRN provides a
north-south connection between the Boundary Bay border crossing and Highway 17. The construction of
the SFPR / Highway 17 through Delta was a significant change in the road network in this part of the
region, providing connections for goods and traffic to key generators within the SWA, as well as to
important regional and international gateways. Highway 91 and Highway 99 form central spines of the
road network in Richmond.
The roadway gap analysis assesses how regionally and sub-regionally significant generators are
connected via provincial / MRN roadways and municipal roadways. The gap analysis is illustrated in
Figure 4-13 and discussed in more detail below.
The assessment highlights two types of gaps:
1. Gaps in the regional road network where there are no major roadway connections (highways,
MRN, arterials, or collectors) that connect key regional or subregional destinations to the rest of
the network. These gaps are shown by red arrows in Figure 4-13.
♦

There are existing gaps in the regional and municipal road networks connecting
the Fraser River Port Lands and surrounding industrial area with regional
gateways and destinations. This area is regionally significant because it includes a
large component of industrial land with marine port and rail access. The eastern edge of
this area is connected to the provincial network – the Nelson Road Interchange was
constructed to provide direct access between this area and Highway 91 west (eastbound
and westbound) and serves as the main access to the port lands. Highway 91 east can
be accessed via the Hamilton interchange.
As the port lands expand west, the need for more direct connectivity to Highway 99 via
the west part of this area may become more important. There is no existing roadway that
provides this direct connection. As shown in Section 4.1, Richmond’s OCP identifies a
proposed Major Arterial - the Blundell Road Extension – that is expected to address this
gap. This observed gap along the Blundell Road alignment requires further investigation,
including consideration of the potential costs and benefits of this type of connection.
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Gaps in Regional
Road Network*
Gaps in MRN
served by
Municipal Roads

*Regionally and sub-regionally significant destinations that
do not have connectivity through highways, MRN, or
major municipal roadways

Figure 4-13: Road Network Gap Analysis
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2. Gaps in the system of highways and MRN that are effectively filled by major municipal roadways
(arterials and collectors). These are shown with orange arrows in Figure 4-13.
♦

The industrial area in North Richmond is connected to the MRN and provincial
highway network via a network of arterial and collector roadways. The area has
access to Knight Street via the Bridgeport Road interchange. Knight Street, in turn,
provides access to the provincial highway system and to regional gateways. The area
immediately surrounding Bridgeport Road interchange is expected to increase in regional
importance as a trip generator and as a truck generator, as explored later in this report.

♦

Ladner Town Centre is connected to the provincial highway network and to the
Tsawwassen Town Centre via the municipal road network. Ladner Town Centre
connects to Highway 17A via the Ladner Trunk Road, which is a municipal arterial road
west of Highway 17A. This area is connected to the Tsawwassen Town Centre and
Highway 17 via a series of municipal arterial roads, including Arthur Drive, 53rd Street,
28th Avenue, and 56th Street. In the Future, 28th Avenue and will be part of the road
network serving to connect the proposed Tsawwassen Industrial Area to Deltaport Way.
Ladner Town Centre is expected to experience some growth in trip generation. The
Tsawwassen Industrial Area is expected to be one of the most significant locations for
growth in overall vehicle trips and truck trips, while the TFN residential development is
also expected to experience substantial growth as a trip generator and town centre.

♦

Boundary Bay Airport is in close proximity to the MRN and provincial highways
with direct connection via municipal collector roads. Ladner Trunk Road is an eastwest MRN roadway north of the Boundary Bay Airport with access to Highway 99 via an
interchange east of the airport. 72nd Street, Churchill Street, and 80 Street are municipal
collector roads and serve as the connection between Boundary Bay Airport and Ladner
Trunk Road. As explored later in the report, the sub-area that includes the Boundary Bay
Airport is not a significant vehicle or truck trip generator now and current forecasts do not
anticipate a significant increase in trips by 2045; however, local partners have indicated
that the future role and trip generation potential of this area may be evolving.

♦

Richmond City Centre and the remainder of west and southwest Richmond is
served by a dense grid of arterial roadways serving local and regional traffic. In
north Richmond City Centre, several arterial roads are also part of the MRN: Westminster
Highway, Alderbridge Way, No. 2 Road, and No.3 Road are part of the MRN. This is part
of the regional network serving both Richmond City Centre and Sea Island, which is a
significant destination for vehicles and trucks now, with high levels of growth expected in
the future.
South of Westminster Highway, neighbourhoods and sub-regional destinations are
served by a dense network of arterial roads. Access to the provincial highway network is
provided via interchanges with Highway 99 at Westminster Highway and Steveston
Highway. Steveston Highway west of Highway 99 is part of the MRN, as is No. 2 Road
from Steveston Highway to the No. 2 Road Bridge.
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Significant growth nodes for driving in this area are centred around Richmond City
Centre, with some growth expected in South Richmond between the existing employment
/ industrial area and Steveston.
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4.3 Designated Truck Network & Gap Analysis
Section 4.1 explored the existing policy context for designated truck routes within the SWA and identified
that some areas have specified truck routes while others have restricted trucks from certain roadway
segments. The existing designated truck network is illustrated in Figure 4-14.
Provincial highways perform a significant goods movement function within the SWA, connecting regional,
provincial, and international gateways. Highways serve as truck routes in all communities.
In Richmond, when trucks 11 leave the highway network, they are permitted to travel on any roadway that
is not subject to specific restrictions. This means that trucks can pick the shortest route based on
directness of travel and congestion. Richmond has a number of routes restricted to vehicles exceeding
5,000 kg, 9,000 kg, or 10,000 kg. The most significant truck restrictions in terms of regional travel, are on
Blundell Road, west of Highway 99, No. 6 Road between Westminster Highway and Triangle Road (5,000
kg limit), and Westminster Highway north of Highway 91 between the CN Rail underpass and the
Highway 91 Hamilton Interchange (5,000 kg limit). In addition to the weight restrictions, there are a
number of height restrictions in Richmond based on bridge heights. River Road has a number of height
restricted locations. Bridgeport Road is restricted passing under Highway 99, and No. 5 Road and No. 6
Road have height restrictions passing under Highway 91.
Delta’s truck routes are intended for vehicles over 10,000 kg. Vehicles weighing less than 10,000 kg can
travel throughout Delta’s road network. Delta’s main east-west truck route is along Ladner Trunk Road,
with the exception of the portion between Highway 17 and Highway 17A, which is restricted. The
municipality’s truck route map indicates that Ladner Trunk Road between Highway 17 and Anderson
Place is restricted for truck traffic between 8:00 p.m. and 6:30 a.m. daily. Signage posted at the
intersection of 72nd Street and Ladner Trunk Road restricts trucks exceeding 10,000 kg. on westbound
Ladner Trunk Road. Signage posted at the intersection of Ladner Trunk Road and Highway 17A restricts
truck exceeding 10,000 kg on eastbound Ladner Trunk Road. 12 The Tsawwassen Town Centre can be
accessed via a truck route along 56 Street.

11 Oversize / overweight vehicles in Richmond are defined as having GVW exceeding 9,100 kg per axle
or length exceeding 10.7 m (single) / 18.3 m (combination) or width exceeding 2.6 m or height exceeding
4.15 m.
12 These restrictions have not been included in the mapping because they are not included in the
Corporation of Delta’s official Truck Route Map.
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Figure 4-14: Existing Designated Truck Routes and Truck Restrictions
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The designated truck route gap analysis assesses how significant goods movement generators are
connected via designated truck routes and routes where trucks are permitted. It is noted that, in
Richmond, access to many industrial areas is provided via the MRN or municipal road network and,
although these roads are not designated as truck routes, trucks are permitted on these roads. There may
be advantages to examining the provision of specific truck routes in the future, especially related to
access to industrial areas. The gap analysis is illustrated in Figure 4-15 and discussed in more detail
below.
 Truck access between the Fraser River Port Lands and Highway 99 is limited by the same
gaps as the regional and municipal road networks, with limited east-west connectivity
between this industrial area and Blundell Road / Steveston Highway. Trucks travelling to and
from Highway 99 must use the Nelson Road interchange to access Highway 91 to the north to
reach Highway 99 because there is no direct east-west road connection between this area and
Highway 99.
 Trucks travelling on the Ladner Trunk Road must reroute to the highway network between
Highway 17 and Highway 17A. Ladner Trunk Road is not connected to Highway 99 at Highway
17 and the truck route ends at this point. Trucks travelling from this area must use the
interchange of Highway 99 and Ladner Trunk Road to access Highway 99 westbound or Highway
17 northbound or southbound.
 The truck network is discontinuous between east-west River Road west of Ladner and 41b
Street. These two roadways provide access to the industrial area west of the Ladner Town
Centre; however, neither roadway connects directly to the industrial land area.
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Gaps in Truck Route
Network

Figure 4-15: Truck Network Gap Analysis
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4.4 Vehicle Collision Frequencies
Vehicle collisions can result in property damage, injury, or fatalities. ICBC collects and maintains
statistics for all reported collisions involving motor vehicles in British Columbia. The data presented in
Figure 4-16 shows the total number of motor vehicle within the SWA between 2009 and 2013.
 Many intersections experience one or fewer collisions per year; these have not been shown on
the mapping.
 Locations with one to two collisions per year are also common and distributed throughout the
SWA.
 There are some locations along River Road with more than four collisions per year; however, the
opening of SFPR resulted in diversion of traffic away from River Road and may have reduced
collision frequency.
 Ladner Trunk Road north of Highway 99 has two locations with two – four collisions per year,
which is higher than other locations within Delta.
 Within Richmond City Centre, there are a number of local road intersections that have between
two and four collisions per year, which is higher than local roads in other areas of Richmond and
Delta; however, it is possible that this is related to higher traffic volumes in these areas.
 There are some higher collision locations on No. 3 Road between Leslie Road and Alderbridge
Way within Richmond City Centre.
 Bridge port Road between Sweden Way and Vickers Way experienced more than four collisions
a year in the analysis time period; this is more than what is experienced on the rest of the corridor
and occurs at a midblock location.
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Figure 4-16: Vehicle Collision Locations (2009 – 2013)
Source: ICBC Crash Maps
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4.5 Current Peak Conditions
This section of the assessment examines mobility conditions along the major roadways – highways,
MRN, and arterial roadways – within the SWA. The assessment is focused on corridors serving the
regional generators and gateways. While the intent of the study is not necessarily to address areas of
congestion by increasing capacity, there could be alternative approaches to maintaining regional mobility
for people, goods, and services where issues and challenges arise. Significant delays and congestion
along some corridors today may be best served by enhanced transit and / or cycling facilities.
Additionally, new or improved corridors may provide relief to support the movements of goods and
services as well as access to the regionally significant generators. In some cases, the SWATP may wish
to explore new connections or capacity improvements to address recurring congestion and delays that
impact access to regionally significant generators. Additional data and analysis would be required to
explore the extent of the problems and possible improvements.
Current peak period conditions were assessed based on Google Traffic screenshots of the subarea. The
screenshots represent average travel speed conditions during the morning peak, midday, and the
afternoon peak on a typical Wednesday. Google Traffic snapshots are gathered from real time GPS data
and aggregated by Google to represent typical conditions. Roads with traffic data are colour coded to
identify where variations from free flow speed occur.
Overall, the analysis of peak conditions
indicated that peak period speed
reductions tend to occur on, and
approaching, the provincial highway
network, river crossings, and within the
core area of Richmond City Centre.
Congestion on these primary roads seem
to result in queuing and congestion on
regional and municipal east-west
connectors. For this reason, an
understanding of traffic conditions along
provincial highways is essential to
understanding traffic patterns on regional
roads in the SWA.

Google tracks vehicle travel speeds using cell phone signals
and makes this information available to the public. A review of
Google Traffic data and estimated travel times led to the
following conclusions about the colours used on these maps:
•
•
•

Red - travel speed is less than 50% of posted speed
Yellow - travel speed is 50% - 80% of posted speed
Green - travel speed >80% of posted speed

These estimates are rough approximations, but give some
indication of locations where travel speeds are slow in the
peak periods.

Morning Peak Period
Google Traffic screenshots of the SWA from the morning peak period are included as Figure 4-17.
Observations about current morning peak period conditions are summarized below.
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Figure 4-17: Average Travel Speeds - Morning Peak Period
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 The provincial highways within the SWA experience some of the most significant recurring
congestion. Delays and slow average speed on the highway network are largely focused on the
river crossings, with delays and queues extending from these points. The Queensborough Bridge
and George Massey Tunnel experience a reduction in average speeds in both directions
throughout the morning peak period, while the Oak Street Bridge and Alex Fraser Bridge
experience a reduction in northbound speeds. Periods of delay seem to be longer in Richmond
and shorter in Delta. There are also slow average speeds on the highway network on Highway 91
approaching Knight Street and on Highway 91 around 72nd Avenue. In all cases, delays on the
highway network seem to contribute to slow speeds on the municipal arterial and MRN networks
that connect with the highway network.
 Considering MRN roadways, Knight Street experiences the longest and most severe
periods of recurring congestion. Knight Street serves as a sub-regional gateway and crossing
of the north arm of the Fraser River. It exhibits similar patterns to other Fraser River crossings,
with delays in both directions during peak periods. This effects travel to and from the
employment, commercial, and industrial areas around Knight Street, as well as crossings via this
gateway. No. 6 Road in this area experiences significant northbound and some southbound delay
during the morning peak period. Westminster Highway is also affected by slow speeds in this
area during the peak periods.
 Some major roadways within Sea Island experience delay during the morning peak period,
with slow speeds on Russ Baker Way between the No. 2 Road Bridge and Sea Island Way,
although the crossings themselves seem to experience minimal delay. Sea Island is a regionally
significant destination for both vehicle trips and truck trips. It is also the largest growth node in the
SWA for both types of trips.
 Roadways within, and roadways that provide access to, Town Centres and City Centres
experience some congestion in the morning peak. Slow average speeds can be seen around
Highway 17 and 56th Street, on Ladner Trunk Road and Arthur Drive, and throughout the
Richmond City Centre. In particular, key arterial roadways (Blundell Road, No. 1 Road) and MRN
(Alderbridge Way, No. 2 Road) that provide connectivity to Richmond City Centre from Highway
99 and to other sub-regional destinations within Richmond experience slow travel speeds during
the morning peak hours.
 Within Delta, delays on arterial roadways and MRN are limited and do not affect the most
significant trip and truck generators. Roadways providing access to Deltaport, the
Tsawwassen Ferry, and the eastern gateways experience minimal delays in the morning peak
period. 56th Street through the Tsawwassen Town Centre experiences minor delays for a portion
of the morning peak period.

Midday Period
Google Traffic screenshots of the SWA for the midday are included as Figure 4-18. Observations about
midday conditions are summarized below.
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Figure 4-18: Average Travel Speeds – Midday
 River crossings and the provincial highway network generally operate with high average
speeds during the midday period, with areas of congestion limited to southbound through the
George Massey Tunney and short stretches of SFPR associated with intersection delay.
 Roads in and surrounding the City Centres and Town Centres show a similar level of delay
as during peak periods. Most of the municipal road network within and surrounding Richmond
City Centre experiences moderate delays during the midday, with more significant delays on
Alderbridge Way approaching Highway 99 beginning at the Shell Road intersection. Similar to the
morning peak, some roadways in Ladner Town Centre experience slower traffic speeds during
the midday, as do Highway 17 and 56th Street north of Tsawwassen Town Centre.

Afternoon Peak Period
Google Traffic screenshots of the SWA from the afternoon peak period are included as Figure 4-19.
Observations about current afternoon peak period conditions are summarized below.
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Figure 4-19: Average Travel Speeds – Afternoon Peak Period
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 The provincial highways within the SWA experience some of the most significant recurring
congestion. Delays and slow average speed on the highway network are largely focused on the
river crossings, with delays and queues extending from these points. As in the morning peak
period, the Queensborough Bridge and George Massey Tunnel experience a reduction in
average speeds in both directions throughout the afternoon peak period. The Oak Street Bridge
and Alex Fraser Bridge experience a reduction in northbound speeds. The northbound delays are
surprising, because they are not consistent with typical commuting patterns. Periods of delay
seem to be longer in Richmond and shorter in Delta. Delays through the George Massey Tunnel
have a significant impact on southbound traffic, with southbound delays along Highway 99
extending to Westminster Highway and affecting MRN and arterial roadways in Richmond.
 The road network in and around the north employment, retail, and industrial sector of
Richmond experiences delay throughout the afternoon peak period. Knight Street serves as
a sub-regional gateway and crossing of the north arm of the Fraser River and experiences slow
travel speeds in the northbound direction. This affects travel to and from the employment,
commercial, and industrial areas around Knight Street, as well as crossings via this gateway. No.
6 Road in this area experiences delay in both directions during the afternoon peak period.
 Some major roadways within Sea Island and approaching Sea Island experience delay
during the afternoon peak period, with slow speeds on Russ Baker Way between the No. 2
Road Bridge and Sea Island Way, although the crossings themselves seem to experience
minimal delay. Recurrent slow speeds on No. 2 Road south of the No. 2 Road Bridge reduce
access to Sea Island as a regionally significant generator, as well as affecting travel to and
through Richmond City Centre.
 Roadways within, and roadways that provide access to, Town Centres and City Centres
experience some congestion in the afternoon peak. Slow average speeds can be seen
around Highway 17 and 56th Street, on Ladner Trunk Road and Arthur Drive, and throughout the
Richmond Town Centre. In particular, key arterial roadways and MRN (Alderbridge Way, No. 1
Road, Westminster Highway, Steveston Highway) that provide connectivity to Richmond City
Centre from Highway 99 and Highway 91 and to other sub-regional destinations within Richmond
experience slow travel speeds during the afternoon peak hours.
 Within Delta, delays on arterial roadways and MRN are limited and do not affect the most
significant trip and truck generators. Roadways providing access to Deltaport, the
Tsawwassen Ferry, and the eastern gateways experience minimal delays in the afternoon peak
period.
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4.6 Current and Forecast Driving Travel Patterns
This section provides an analysis of existing and forecast mode shares for driving within the SWA based
on an assessment of existing mode choice from the 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary, as well as
analysis of the travel patterns from the Greater Vancouver Travel Demand Model.

Existing Regional Driving Patterns – Mode Share
According to data from the 2011 TransLink trip diary, vehicle trips in the SWA was 61%, which is slightly
higher than the driving mode share for the Metro Vancouver region as a whole, at 58%. Since the
opening of Canada Line and other transit improvements, the vehicle mode share decreased from 63% in
2008 to 61% in 2011. This reflects the opening of the Canada Line and transit improvements in
Richmond. Within Richmond, the driving mode share went from 64% to 60% between 2011 and 2008.
Figure 4-20 illustrates the vehicle mode share (driver and passenger) for all trips in Metro Vancouver
Municipalities. Delta and TFN and Richmond are in the mid-range municipalities with around 80% of all
trips by vehicle as either a driver or a passenger.
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Figure 4-20: Vehicle Mode Share for Metro Vancouver Municipalities (all trips)
Source: 2011 TransLink Regional Trip Diary

Existing Regional Driving Patterns – Mode Share – Sub-regional Level
A sub-regional analysis was completed to understand mode choice patterns in and around regionally
significant driving generators in more detail. Figure 4-21 shows the vehicle mode share for all sub-areas
within the SWA. The illustration shows that the rural and lower-density industrial areas of the SWA have
the highest vehicle mode share. Areas that have a mix of different types of mid- or high- density land uses
have lower vehicle mode shares; all of the village centres and mixed employment areas have lower
vehicle mode shares than the more rural and low density industrial areas. Finally, the effect of rapid
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transit can be seen, with the core of Richmond City Centre and Sea Island having the lowest daily mode
share for vehicles in the SWA.

Figure 4-21: Daily Driving Mode Share by Sub-Area (all trips)
Source: SWATP Market Analysis
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Existing and Forecast Driving Patterns
TransLink’s Regional Travel Demand model was used to assess the most significant driving trip
generators and significant origin-destination patterns within the SWA for the 2011 and 2045 horizons. The
results of the trip generation summary by sub-area are illustrated in Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-23. Key
observations are summarized below:
 Industrial and employment areas are significant generators of driving trips and trips from
these areas will grow in the future. Sea Island, Annacis Island, Tilbury Island Industrial Area,
the Fraser Richmond Port Lands and surrounding industrial area, and the employment and retail
areas around Knight Street had the highest level of trip generation in 2011. These areas will
continue to grow in importance by 2045, with the airport having almost twice as many trips as any
other zone by 2045.
 Trip generation in the Town Centres and City Centre will grow, but at a slower rate than
industrial and employment areas. Richmond City Centre, Ladner Town Centre, and TFN are
expected to see some growth in the number of trips over time, with growth in trips coming to and
from TFN being the most significant. Growth in south Richmond is largely centred around the
Riverside Mixed Employment Area (Riverside Industrial Park / Ironwood Shopping Centre), while
industrial and employment areas throughout the SWA are expected to experience significant
growth.
 Demand for road network connectivity between industrial, trade, and employment areas
can be expected to grow over time. Based on these patterns, it is anticipated that demand for
increased road network connectivity and capacity between key industrial, trade, and employment
areas in the SWA, including Sea Island, Fraser Richmond Port Lands, Tilbury Island, and Annacis
Island, as well as connectivity to residential, retail / employment, and industrial lands within TFN
will be increasingly important.
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Figure 4-22: 2011 Morning Peak Hour Trip Generation
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Figure 4-23: 2045 Morning Peak Hour Trip Generation
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4.7 Current and Forecast Truck Travel Patterns
TransLink’s Regional Truck model was used to assess the most significant goods movement trip
generators within the SWA for the 2011 and 2045 horizons. The results of the trip generation summary by
sub-area are illustrated in Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25. Key observations are summarized below:
 Truck trip generation is concentrated to a few areas. Most sub-areas within the SWA,
including most residential and rural areas, generate fewer than 50 trucks per hour in both 2011
and 2045. Areas with commercial, industrial, or trade activity generate many more truck trips.
These areas include Sea Island, Annacis Island, Tilbury Island, the Fraser Richmond Port Lands,
Deltaport, the commercial and employment areas around Knight Street, the Riverside Mixed
Employment Area (Riverside Industrial Park / Ironwood Shopping Centre), and the north portion
of Richmond City Centre. These areas are important destinations for goods movement now and
in the future.
 Trade gateways will grow in importance as truck destinations. By 2045, truck trips generated
by Sea Island and Deltaport are expected to grow substantially. The Fraser River Port Lands are
also expected to experience significant growth in the number of trips generated.
 Industrial development within TFN is expected to result in the emergence of this sub-area
as an important truck destination. Truck generation within the TFN sub-area is expected to
increase five-fold to around 160 trucks in the morning peak hour by 2045.
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Figure 4-24: Truck Trip Generation (2011)
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Figure 4-25: Truck Trip Generation (2045)
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4.8 Issues and Opportunities
The road network review is centred on assessing access and connectivity to regional destinations, intraand inter-municipal connections and gateways, as well as ports and industrial areas that are prominent
within the SWA. While each of these generators and gateways are integral to the SWA communities,
many of them serve a regional, provincial, national and international function in the distribution of people,
goods and services. Today, many of these regionally significant generators and gateways are served by
arterial, major roadway network (MRN) and highway corridors which have overlapping roles ranging from
connecting local trip making within and across
municipalities to serving provincial and national
functions. In some areas however, there are
gaps in the roadway network and/or designations
that may impact access to these nodes within the
SWA. The gaps are illustrated in Figure 4-26.
Within the City of Richmond and Delta, provincial
highways serve as the spine of the roadway
network connecting these key regional
generators and gateways to the SWA. Within
Sea Island, the federal roadways connect
people, goods and services to the international
airport as a key regional node and international
gateway. The major arterial and MRN corridors
also serve a critical role connecting many of the
regionally significant areas of Richmond.
Principle gaps that are of increasing importance
are access to the expanding areas of the Fraser
Richmond Port Lands in the southeastern areas
of the city. This area currently has access to
Highway 99 via Highway 91; however, whether
this access is sufficient or addition access is
needed requires further consideration.

Gaps in
Regional
Gaps in
MRN
*Regionally and sub-regionally significant destinations that do not have connectivity through highways, MRN, or
major municipal roadways

Figure 4-26: Major Roadways & Regional
Destinations and Gateways

South of the Fraser River, the network of major roadways is largely centred on the provincial highway
system – Highways 99, 17 and 17A. The highway network connects the Delta and Tsawwassen area
regionally and provincially. The MRN and arterial roadway networks provide additional inter-municipal
connections across Delta and to communities beyond. While there are short gaps in the arterial and
MRN corridor designations serving the Ladner municipal town centre and Boundary Bay Airport, these
nodes are relatively modest in scale today.
Recognizing that many of the regionally significant generators within the SWA require effective access for
the movement of goods, a review of the truck bylaws and designated truck routes within the area
highlighted potential gaps in bylaws and networks that may be addressed within the Plan. As illustrated in
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Figure 4-27 the City of Richmond truck route
bylaws do not restrict the movement of heavy
vehicles to certain roadways; instead the
bylaws identify routes where trucks are not
permitted. Conversely, Delta has designated
truck routes that include both the MRN corridors
as well as some arterial and collector roadways.
Although the network gaps previously indicated
for the Fraser Port lands in Richmond, the truck
restrictions on other major roadways does not
prevent access to regionally significant
destinations in Richmond on the municipal
network. Within Delta, there are small gaps in
the network of designated truck routes such as
Ladner Trunk Road between Highway 17 and
17A and between 41b Street and River Road
that may be considered and addressed as part
of the SWATP. Delta has determined that those
routes are suitable for truck traffic and
intentionally applied restrictions. TFN is
currently developing goods movement
guidelines and the VAA has no existing
guidelines. Coordination as guidelines are
developed can be expected to reduce the
potential for future gaps and inconsistencies.

Gaps in
Truck

Figure 4-27: Truck Network Gaps

Further review of the mobility and congestion along the major roadways in the SWA was complete at a
high level based on the availability of reliable information. Overall, the provincial highways through the
area experience congestion during the morning and afternoon peak periods across most internal and
external gateways such as the north and south arms of the Fraser River. Within each of the
municipalities, there are some key major municipal roadways and MRN routes that experience some
delays. These are largely focused around the Knight Street Bridge, including Knight Street itself, No. 6
Road, and Westminster Highway; the connections to Richmond City Centre, including No. 2 Road north
of Granville Avenue, No. 1 Road, Alderbridge Way, Westminster Highway, and Blundell Road; and to
Tsawwassen Town Centre via 56th Street.
As part of the assessment of road network gaps and mobility challenges, the relative scale of travel
generated by each area supporting regionally significant travel within the SWA should be considered. As
illustrated in Figure 4-28, the network gaps serving Sea Island, Richmond City Centre, Fraser Port Lands,
the North Richmond Retail, Employment, and Industrial Area and TFN will experience growing traffic and
truck volumes, increasing the intensity of existing mobility challenges and any existing roadway network
gaps.
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Figure 4-28: Change in Trip Generation - 2011 to 2045
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